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INTRODUCTION 
"To enable every man to judge for himself what will secure or en• 
danger his freedom. " This ls the inscription upon the entrance to 
Thomas Jefferson High School which ls now approaching its thirtieth 
year of service to Richmond's youth. This study was undertaken for the 
purpose of discovering facts relating to the history of Thomas Jefferson 
High School, and determintng trends that affected the school or were in-
corporated into its educational pattern. Facts and trends will be organ"" 
lzed and recorded 1n order to bring together signjficant developments 1n 
the school's history. While some interpretive or explanatory comments 
have been made, it ls not the purpose of this study to evaluate the pro-
gram of Thomas Jefferson High School. 
Any educational Institution serving the children of the people 
should have the facts relating to its development recorded. Such a study 
should prove helpful in planning for and establishing future high schools, 
since much can be learned from a study of past events and trends. n 
should also prove of benefit to teachers, parents, and students for it 
will enable them to see what has been done before and use it as a guide 
for further developments. 
This study has considered the backgrO\Uld of the city which the 
school serves; the school plant; the school staff; the school population; 
and the school program. 
CHAPTER I 
THE CITY 
The people of Richmond are almost entirely native-born Amerl• 
r ' ' " 
cans. Less than one per cent are foreign-born whites~ The white 
population ls primarily of English, Scottish, Irish, Frencht and Ger-
man extraction. 1 
In 1950, Richmond's population was increasing at a rate of 
approximately 7, 000 persons a year. ' Based on the 1950 census, the 
. . 
metropolitan area had a total population of 328,050. The estimated 
population in 1956 was 240, 220 for Richmond and 375, 100 for the metro-
politan area. 2 
Richmond has a diversified economy, thus giving good balance to 
employment. About thirty-two per cent of the population ls engaged in 
manufacturing; eleven per cent in transportation and communicaU0n; 
twenty-two per cent in trade; eight per cent in professional services; 
and sixteen per ~ent in domestic and personal servicest 3 The other 
1
ruchmond Chamber of Comm~rce, Executives Handbook (Rich-
mond, 1955), p. 2. 
2Richmond Chamber of Commerce, Richmond Facts (Richmond, 
1956), p.1 • 
. 
3ruchmond Planning Commission, A Master Plan for the Physical 
- .---.- - - ---:~-
Development~ ~ City (Richmond, 1946), p. 36. 
eleven per cent are in miscellaneous categories. This rather large per-
• ' ' I ' ' 
centage 1n domestic service is due to the large Negro population. · There 
continues to be an increase in the trade and professional services. Labor 
' ' ' 
difficulties are few and this appears to be highly correlated With the pre-
ponderance of native-born labor.· The median family income'1n'1949, 
. , . . . ' ' 
based on figures from the 1950 census was $2, 555 for the citY as a whole; 
$31 090 for West Richmond; $3,465 for North Richmond; and $3,226 for 
South Richmond. . These latter are the three sections of the city which 
Thomas Jefferson High School serves. In 1956, the Richmond Chamber 
", . . 
of Co~erce gave the median family .Income for the city as $3, 338 which 
ls. ~her than the median for the state, the south, and the nation. 4 · 
Richmond• s topography: ls gent}y rolling, and her development has 
been greatly influenced by the physical characterlstfos of° her site and 
. ' . ' . . .. ' ' 
past methods, of. adaptation to these conditions. An unbalanced distri-
• ; I 
button of population has resulted, which sharply contr~ts the older and 
. ' ' . 
. the newer: sections of the city •. Physical barriers such as .the :James 
River* Sht>ckoe Valley, Glllles Creek, railroad and industrial develop.. 
ments, and cemeteries have resulted in heavy concentrations 'in older 
areas. In;past years, the lack of bridges spanning the James River has 
prevented southward expansion. . Manchester, established as a city in 
4ruchm.ond Chamber of Comm~rce, Executives Handbook~ p. 31. 
4 
Chesterfield County in 1769, was annexed in 1910. Railroad lines and 
industrial firms impede residential progress to the East, and the North-
ern sections of the city have only a 11mlted number of thoroughfares. 
This combination of factors has h8.d the effect of retar- residential 
expansion to the north, south, and east,· whereas, the 8.bsence' of physi-
cal barriers has stimulated westward expansion.. A greater accessibility v 
in all directions would have resulte<I in a more balanced population 
density. 5 · ' ; · 
Richmond, in common with most cities, has grown by outward ex-
pansion rather than reconstruction, and has undergone three rather dis-
tinct stages in development. Each of these stages· ts the result~ a dif· ·~· 
ferent form of transportation, and each has bad the effect of widening the 
circle. When transportation was limited to the horse and buggy or to 
walking, the city was compact. When mass transportation was intro-
duced in the form of railroads and streetcars, people started to move 
farther out. Later the bus and the automobile increased the flexibility of 
transportation and the residents could travel longer distances more 
quickly •. In two hundred years, Richmond has extended her b01mdaries 
· ten times, the most recent being in 1942. 
5Richmond Planning Commission, ~· cit. , p. 5. 
5 
To the north, the city .is surrounded by Henrico County and o~ .the 
south by Chesterfield County.· Each bas an independent government and· 
together. with the central city comprise the standard metropolitan area of 
Richmond. ';The corporate land area of Richmond is 39. 9 square miles; 
• • . i 
the urbanized la.rid area is ·48. 8 .square. miles; and the· metropolitan la.ri.d 
area 1s 737. 0. square miles" 6 
NEED FOR A m:w mGH SCHOOL . 
Data based on the 1950 census show that at that time over one-
third Of the ~hlte population 6£. the citY resided in West. Richmond, one•· 
fifth 1n North Richmond, one-fifth in South Richmond, one-seventh In 
East Richmond and one-tenth in Central Richmond~ It is not possible to 
compare population figures from 1930 to 1950 with accuracy because of 
the annexation of territory in l.942.. However' the population of the city 
as a whole iricreased approxim:ately twenty per cent during that .period, 
: , j '• 
and the increase in Richmond's west end occurred chiefly west of the 
Boulevard. The largest increase in the city occurred in South Richmond. 
Table I shows the distribution of the city's white population a~cording to 
1950 census figures •. 
tktchmond Chamber of Commerce,. op. ~· , p. 2 •. 
TABLE I 




· Age Groups 
Under 10 10- 19 20- 64 65 And Over 
Total %Of %Of %Of %Of ~~ c~~ot. . - ~~ %Of Popu- Dist. Ci~ Tot. . . . Dist. City Tot. City Tot. -· la ti on Number P~n. Un er 10 Number Popn~ 1 -19 Number Popn. 2 - 64 Number Popn. 65 8i Over 
City 157,228 22,287 14.2 100.0 17,239 '11.0 100.0 103,064 65.5 100.0 ·. 14,638 9.2 100.0 
.. 
. . 
Central 15,217 1,739 11.5 7.8 '1,842 12.1 · 10. 'l 10,089 66.3 9.8 ·1,547 10.2 10. 6 
... 
West 58,862 7,403 12. 6 33.2 5,819 9.9 33.8 39,669 67.4 38.5 5,971 10.1 40.8 
... 
North 31,693 4,190 13.2 18.8 3,355 ·10. 6_ 19.3 20,795 65.6 20.2- 3,373 10.6 23.0 
-
East 21,884 3,637 16.6 .16.3 . 2,698 12.3 15.7 13,739 62~ 8 13.3 1,810 8.3 12.4 
.. 




Source: Information based on 1950 Census, taken from Richmond Recreation Study, April, 1955. 
7 
As Rtchmond'IJ population pushed westward on both sides of the 
James River in the 1920's, the need for another high school emerged. 
Actually, this need had been recognized for some time and had been 
recommended by the Director of Wgh and Junior High Schools each 
year since 1919. 7 In 1921, it was necessary to inaugurate a two- > 
_.,.~·-·. 
session .. day at John Marshall. High School to accommodate the enroll-
ment. Seniors and juniors went to school from 8: 20 a. m. to 12 noon 
with no recess, while sophomores attended f1·om 12:30 p. m. until 
4:10 p. m. In 1923, this condition was relieved temporarily when \· 
George Wythe School, built for a junior high school, ·was taken over 
as part of the senior high school. 
In the fall of 1928, there.were 3,077 pupils in the high school or-
. . . . 
ganizatton with more coming in each day. Of these students, 900 lived 
west of or. on Aile~ Avenue. n, was anticipated that an additional 450 
pupils would enter in February. The combined facWties C?f John Mar- \; 
shall and George Wythe would accommodate 2, 607 pupils. John Marshall 
was on regular shift but the Wythe Building had 1, 351 pupllii in the morn-
ing from. 8 a. m. to 1 p. m. and 443 pupils in the afternoon from 12 noon 
7 The School Board of the City of Richmond, 59th. Annual Report of 
. - -
the Superintendent of Public Schools, 1927-28, p. 41. 
8 
to 5 p. m. 8 ·From, 12 noon to 1 p. m. there was an overlapping of the 
groups.. ·This was worked out by scheduling one group in rooms at John 
Marshan 'during the lunch period. 9. 
· Jn 1929, John Marshall was so crowded that it was again necessary 
to go on' a double session. ' .The two upper classes were not affected• but 
the sophomores were divided\_ Some came from 8:15 a.m~· to 12:15 p.~m. 
Others from ·12:30 p. m. until 4:30 p~ m.· ·Albert H. mu,· who was: then v 
Buperintendent·of Schools, stated that while a new bullcling~would accom• 
modate, only pupils in the western section of .the city, it would make room 
for and so provide adequate space for the pupils in other sections of the 
city. 
ACTION ON THOMAS JEFFERSON mGH SCHOOL 
An estimate of $850, 000 for the proposed new school was received 
from the architect, Mr. C. ~· Robinson, in May, 1929, and the School 
: i . 
Board agreed to petition the City Council to provide this amount. In the 
ensuing three months, considerable information was sent to City Council 
at this bodY' s request, and in September the Properties Committee of the 
8The School Board of the City .of Richmond, School Board Minutes, 
November 23, 1928. 
- ' 
9Statement by Dr~ Louise Weisiger, personal interview, May 15, 
1958. 
9 
School Board instructed the architect to prepare definite plans and 
specifications. In November, 1929, the School Board. requested the 
City Council to appropria~e $850,000. It was estimated that $350,000 v 
of this amount would be needed in 1929 and $500, 000 in 1930. 
The Federation of Mothers Clubs and Parent-Teacher Assocla· 
tion of Richmond also urged that immediate attention be given to con-, 
i ' ' ' • 
struction of the new school, and expressed delight at the introduction 
·; ~ . ' : ' ' 
of a resolution calling for the issuanc~ of an $850, 00_0 bond issue • 
. On November 15, 1928, an ordinance approving an $850, 000 
. ' 
bond issue for the Western High School was approved. The bonds 
i' l 
were authorized to be issued in two blocks: 
July 1, 1929 . 
January 1, 1930 
$400,000 
$450,000 
The Finance Committee was instructed to negotiate a temporary loan 
in anticipation of the sale of bonds. 
Early references' to this new Richmond school mentioned were 
"West End" or "Western" Wgh School. On February 22, 1929, Mrs. 
Mary Munfo::d, then a member of the School Board, moved that a com-
I 
mittee be appointed to bring in recommendations for naming the new 
school. The following committee was appointed from the School Board: 
Mrs. M. C. B. Munford, Dr. Clifton M. Miller, and Dr. Ramon D .. Gar-
cin>. On May 31st, the committee reported and recommended the new 
10 
school be named "Thomas Jefferson ulgh School. ulO Their recommen• 
daUon was accepted and the new dtStrict high school beca~e lmown as 
. ' ! 
Thomas Jefferson ·mgh Scho~l. 
. ' ' . (. ' . i '.I 
This was ·the second Richmond public school to be named for the 
l : ' : I \ 
distinguished Virginian who was known also as the "Father of Education 
in A.meric~ " Strangely, both schools were closely allied with the. name 
of a.Dathe~· famous Virginian, John· Ma~shall. At 19th and Marshall 
streets, a brick building is still standing which was lmown as Mar-
(. ' I 
shall School until 1909, when John Marshall High School was completed. 
At that time, it was renamed ".Jefferson School. " This school, under 
. . 
both names,· was an elementary schooL On April 26, 1929, a protest 
'\ . 
was presented to the School Board against it being converted to a 
Negro school. On June 28th, use of· the school was discontinued and 
' . f .... 
doors and windows were boarded up. The name "Jefferson School" 
. ' 
was discontinued and in the future, the building was !mown as "Viaduct. ull 
In May, 1933, the building was turned over to the City and was later 
sold~ 12 It is now used by the Richmond Goodwill Industries. 
10School Board Minutes, May 31, 1929. 
lllbid. ,, June 28, 1929. 
12 . 
Ibid. , , March 24,, 1933. 
11 
SUM~ • .tJARY 
A study of any school would be incomplete if it were considered 
apart from the community it will serve. Thomas Jeff er son High School 
is located in a city whose population is predominantly native-born Ameri-
can. The city has grown as its economy and population have expanded, 
and as methods of transportation have improved. Geographically this 
growth has been westward. This westward expansion has been the result 
largely of the city's topography and.past methods of adaptation to these 
conditions. 
The increased population, overcrowded conditions in the one 
existing white high school, and the expansion of the city westward com-
bined to bring about the need for this school, fittingly named Thomas 
Jefferson High School in honor of the Father of Education in America. 
CHAPTER II 
THE SCHOOL PLANT • ITS GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 
LAND ACQUISITION 
In Viewing Thomas Jefferson High School today, one sees an edu-
cational institution located in the heart of a residential area. Yet at 
the time of its construction, ·there· were· no homes ~ the immediate 
area.. The location was established by. objective thinking on the part 
of the School Board, after careful consideration. of the studies of popu-
lation shifts. 
Various properties were offered to and considered by the School 
Board, whose. policy it is to acquire· land in advance of actual construc-
tion. . On March 30th, 1928, a special meeting of the School Board was 
called for the purpose of considering an option on lots proposed for the 
new school, one of which would expire on April 4th. Superintendent 
Albert H, Hill presented the matter to the Board and submitted a letter 
from Pollard and Bagby, local real estate agents, which stated that the 
tract of land on the two blocks between Grace street and Augusta Avenue, 
and Malvern and Antrim Avenues was in their opinion the best and most 
13 
available property a'\rw.J.able for school purposes ln that section. 1 The 
letter went· on to state that ill the opinion of Mr. Ordway Puller, Chair-
man of the· Streets Committee of City Council, City Council would ap-
prove the closing of the street 'and alleys for the school. A communi-
cation fro~' Keith Compton, Director Of Public Works; stated that he 
could se·e no objection to closmg Cutshaw' Avenue from Malvsrn to 
Antrim· street, provided easement was reserved for gas, sewer~· and . 
water connections. 
' ;sUperintendent Hill informed the Board that Mr~ Lacy, of the Cio/ 
Attorney's Office, advised that the Board take up options on the Gillio 
Richardson property. Dr. Ramon Garcin made a motion which was ap-
proved that' the options be taken up in accordance with the f iiures given 
by the auperintendent, 2 namely' ' 
'497. 27 feet - Richardson property· 
.. by approximately . 
622. 27 feet - Gillio property 
. ' . 
$58,000 
.. ' ' ' , 
51,825 
$109,825'. 
It was agreed to have the Title Insuran~e Company employed to. 
. .. ..... . . 
e:Xamine the title and prepare the necessary papers. 
1The School Board of the City of Richmond, School Board Minutes, 
March 30, 1928. 
2Ibid. 
14 
At the regular meeting of the School Board on April 30, 1928, ·it 
was reported that the lots. had been purchased.and paid for from the Gen• 
I 
eral Expen8e Account of the· City and the deeds duly recorded. On the 
advice of the· City Attorney, the deeds were drawn to the City of Richmond 
and not to the School Board. At the present time, all deeds for· school 
property in Richmond are drawn to -the City of Richmond. 
As seen earlier, an estimate of $850, 000 was received first from 
the architect in May, 1928. In February, 1929, the a.!"Chitect, Mr •. C. M. 
Robinson, presented plans and specifications, including alternatea, to the 
School Board. 
The,plans cf-llled for a modernized_classlc design,-._ with a pyramidal 
tower and colossal busts of Jeff er son at the front corners. · :. The building 
; . ' ' ' 
for med a rectangle with the class rooms on the outside and the auditorium, 
gymnasium, cafeteria, etc. , . on. the inside. L~ght was admitted to the in· 
side rooms through the two inner courts. The stage-gymnasium plan for 
the auditorium was used with two full size gymnasia on the stage •. The 
. ' 
auditoriu.m had a seating capacity of 1649 people and when the two gym-
nasia wer.e __ thrown together, 600 people could be seated on the stage and 
still leave a full stage for any program desired. A particular feature of 
the building ·at that time was its large library as compared with buildipgs 
. . ~ - ' 
erected elsewhere at a much greater cost. 
The mechanical plant contained a hot water heating system which 
automatically controlled all class rooms; a separate mechanical 
15 
ventilating plant for class rooms and all large assembly rooms; com-
plete electric; plumbing, and vacuum cleaner system. Provision was 
also made for future installation of a public address system. 3 
The building contained 2,900,000 cubic feet and cost $811,695 or 
28 cents per cubic foot exclusive of equipment, landscaping, and 
architects' fees. 4 
CONTRACT FOR BUILDING 
The Board recommended that the architect advertise for bids re-
turnable at the next regular meeting of the Board on March 22nd. 
Eleven firms bid on the project,. including seven Richmond 
firms.. The National Construction Company of Atlanta, Georgia was 
low bidder, with a base bid of $713, 122 and a completion time of nine 
months. The next closest bid was $734, 356 with a time element of 
eighteen months. The Board agreed that the National Construction 
Company be awarded the contract, subject to a report by the archi-
tect as to ability, etc. Checks were returned to all WlSuccessful bidders. 
A subsequent report from C. M~ Robinson stated that the National 
3The School Board of the. City of Richmond, 62nd Annual Report 
~the SUperintendent of Public Schools, 1930-31, pp. 9-10. 
4Ibtd. 
16 
. Construction·.Company bad ample financial arrangements and could do 
the grade of work required. Dun and Bradstreet reported assets of the 
company of $282, 000 and liabilities of $106, 000, with a good credit 
rating. ; The National SUrety Company advised the architect that they · 
had issued bonds previously for the company and were willing to issue 
this bond~ Numerous letters from owners for whom the company had 
done work ranging up to $1, 500, 000 gave high recommendations. 
PROBLEMS DURING CONSTRUCTION 
As work started on the laying of the foundation unforeseen problems 
were encountered, according to the architect's report. 5 For a depth of 
six feet, the soil was good sound clay which is very satisfactory for foot-
ings. The majority of footings were in this soil. For the next five feet, 
there was either hard pan or a rotten stone, either of which is satisfactory 
for footings where not less than three feet deep. B9low this rotten stone, 
was a layer of yellow and white clay with some sand. This started at 
approximately the level of the basement floor and tested to a distance of 
nine feet below. Such clay is unsatisfactory for foundation work as it 
readily dissolves in water and will bear practically no load4 Two feet be-
low the basement floor there was a two foot layer of quick sand, composed 
5 ' . 
School Board Minutes, May 17, 1929. 
17 
of very fine sand· with water ·and some imbedded clay. This· cJ.ay was· of 
a slippery·nature and this combination would flow readily.~ If opened, it 
would flow 'out from under the buildhig, · 1eaving the fuird mliterial above 
unsupported. · ·As long as this sand is not permitted to flow, it' is a reliable 
foundation and will not weaken·the 'structure. This' woUld not be true,· how-
ever, if there were other buildings rea.Sonably ciose.· 
Since none ol the foundation below the rotten stone was satisfactory, 
: ' ' ! . 
and because of the possibility of the quick sand flowing out from under the 
building, the architect advised as.the.only practical method driving con-
crete piles in all the footings in the basement le"1el or all footings the bot-
tom of which were less than three feet above the bottom of the rotten . 
stone. The matter was discussed with Mr. Leper, of the City Building 
Inspections Department, who agreed. · This soil condition was very 
similar to.conditions found 'Jllder the Mosque and under Broad Street 
station where piles were also driven. 
A contract was authorized with the Raymond Concrete Pile Com• , 
pany of Baltimore, M'.aryland, as they were one of the few companies 
which had sufficient experience with Richmond soil conditions.. . The archi-
tect estimated that the probable maximum number of piles would be 240 
and would cost from $40-$75 each or about $14, 500. In addition, there 
would be the cost of moving equipment to and from the Job, entaUing a 
total cost of appr'oximately $18, 000. Since this was considered an 
18 
emergency' and the exact cost not obtainable the School Board ruled that 
necessary funds could be arranged,for later. 
· Work· was started by the Raymond Concrete Pile Company, but a 
series of problems arose in the form of technicalities raised by the National 
Construction Company. A letter from John A. :McDonald of· this company; 
dated June 12, 1929, stated that they wished to go on record as not being 
responsible for the work done by other. contractors and felt they could not 
be held responsible for any settlement in the cracking of concrete masonry, 
plaster, etc. IVir. C. Custer Robinson of the architects•. firm, replied 
by letter on June 28, 1929 informing the company that page 87 of the 
specifications allowed the owner to call in other contractors as desirable 
or necessary, when such work was not contemplated in the original con-
tract. He said that furthermore the.owner was obligated to provide under 
the footings a foundation of sufficient strength to support the structure 
erected by the. contractor. The letter went on to say that the owner having 
provided f owtdaUons equivalent to or better than that shown or provided in 
the original ·plans, the contractor was not relieved of any guarantee clause. 
\Vork progressed and on July 9th, the Properties Committee of the 
School Board met at the site to consider and select face and trim brick 
for the interior corridors and the outside courts. After considering the 
samples, the committee awarded the contract to the Kittanning Brick and 
Mining. Company,. represented by Ernest Brothers of Richmond. The 
Committee noted that in general, work on the building until this time had 
been satisfactory .. 
In September, the Board awarded contracts to the Ricblnond 
Stationery Company for library furniture at a cost of $3,410. 
LAYING OF CORNERSTONE 
\. 
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At the July 26th meeting of the. School Board, Dr. Ramon Gar ctn 
presented the matter of the cornerstone laying and moved that the 
Board request Richmond Lodge #10 A• F. & A. M. to Jay the corner-
stone. This was agreed upon. The cornerstone was laid on Septem-
ber 14, 1929• by Jesse H. Binford, with Masonic Honors,. The con-
tents of the box were listed as follows:6 
1. List of contents of the box.· · · · · 
2. Annual report of the Richmond Public Schools, Session 
1928-29. 
3. Directory of the Richmond Public Schools, Session 
1928-29. 
4. Enrollment notice for Night Schools, Session 1929-30 • 
. 5. Picture of the John Marshall High School 
6. Condensed History of the John Marshall High School. 
'1. Curricula of the Junior High Schools of Richmond. 
8. Rules governing the use of School Property by the 
Public with copy of Application Form. 
9. Masonic Directory for the City of Richmond, year 1929. 
6Ibtd. , September 27, 1929. 
10. , Notice of September, 1929 stated Convocation of. 
Lafayette Royal Arch Chapter No •. 43, Richmond, 
Virginia. 
11. . Proceedings of the 121st ConvocaUon of the Grand 
Royal Arch Chapter of Virginia, held October 23-24, . 
1928. ' 
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12. . List of the Members of the. School Board and its officers. 
13 •. Copy of the Times-Dispatch, issue of September 14, 1929 •. 
14 •. Copy of the News Leader, issue of September 13, 1929. 
15 •. Course of Study of the John l'Jla.rshall High School. 
16. Program of Exercises; laying of the Cornerstone. 
17. Copy of the Proceedings of the Grand Lodge of Virginia, 
1929. 
18. Copy of the Virginia Masonic Herald, issue of Septem-
ber, 1929!" 
19~ , Copy of the Virginia Masonic Journal, issue of August, 
19?.9. 
20. Copy of the monthly bulletin, Richmond Lodge No~ 10 
A. F. & A. M., September, 1929. 
21. Copy of the Form of Petition for Initiation Richmond 
Lodge No. 10, A. F. & A. M. 
COMPLETION OF SCHOOL 
As work continued, the architect was able to effect various econ-
omies in the construction costs. Some of these included an alternate 
".acoustile" treatment at a saving of $1, 300; library counters changed, 
at a saving of $1, 590; and an alternate vacuum cleaner system selected. 
In January and February of 1930, tentative reports were received 1n the 
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completion date. i'fir. Floyd E. Fowlkes was employed to work during 
the ensuillg summer and to supervise and direct. the msWiation of the · 
heavy laboratory equipment. The National Education Association cir-
culated a leaflet giving a picture and complimentary ~emarks about the 
school. · lii late March, the contractor made a definite promise of com-
pletion by July 1st. · 
A special meeting of the School Board was held at B P• m. on July 
9, 1930 to accept the building. The Properties Committee reported they 
had inspected the school on July '7th from 2-6 p. m. , together with the 
architects and a representative of the National Construction Company, 
:Mr. G. R. Reid. The architect approved the building and the Board 
agreed that upon presentation of the architect's final certificate and the 
affidavit of payments and releasa of leb1s from all sub-cont::.·actors, 
final payment be made to the General Contractor on August 5th. '1 The 
purchasing agent was then instructed to proceed with equipping the build-
ing. 
A check-up of the state of the National Construction Company Ac-
count showed that the final amount due them as of August 5th was 
$66, 241. 99. After all recorded notices of attachments and claims were 
duly satisfied, the net balance due was $53, 311. 99. This claim was 
7 . 
Ibid., July 9, 1930. 
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settled in full with the approval of the. City Attorney. 
Jn Augus~~ insurance amotlllting to $25, 000 was placed on the equip-
ment in the school and the purchase of a grand piano from the National 
. . 
Theater wa8 authorized for an ammmt not to exceed $1, 000. During the 
same month, .a cashier's check for $1,000 was received from Central 
Indemnity Company, surety for the National Construction Company. This 
was deposited 1n the Bank of Commerce and Trusts to an. account known 
as the l 1homa.S ·Jefferson Maintenance Account. Proceeda were to be 
held by the Board for one year after acceptance .Of. the building to be used 
for making such repairs as might be needed to correct impro.Per work-
manship or defective materials in the plumbing and vacuum equipment. 
OPENING OF SCHOOL 
On September a, 1930, the first faculty meeting was held at 
Thomas Jefferson High School and September 12th marked the first 
day of school in the new building. 8 
The Dedication and Formal Opening of Thomas Jefferson High 
School was held in the school auditorium on February 20, 1931, at 8:25 
' . ' . . '' ' ' 
p. m. Dr. R. M. Miller, Chairman of the School Board presided. 9 The 
862nd· Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools, 
- -- -
1930-31, p. 55. 
9The Jeffersonian (Richmond, Virginia), February 13, 1931. 
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program began with the singing of "America" by the audience. Dr, 
Miller gave the opening address. ·Miss Matilda Daywalt,.· District De· 
puty Or the Daughters of America, then made a short speech and ·1n ... · 
troduced Mrs,· Julia Gay who presented a flag and Bible ·to the school· 
on behalf of· the Daughters of America. ' The flag measured 12 x 20 ; 
feet. Mr, Sha wen, the principal accepted on behalf of the school. · The ' 
audience then sang "The Star Spangled Banner" and Miss Josephine 
Head gave a reading entitled "Raise a Flag on Every School. " Mr. A. 
H~ Hill, superintendent of Schools, closed the exercises and invited 
the public to inspect the building. 
During the early months of 1931, additional work was done 
around the school. The paper room was equipped with old equipment 
from the warehouse; showers, toilets, lockers, benches, etc., were 
installed. Elaborate plans for landscaping the premises had to be 
changed but sufficient money was made available to proceed with a 
modified plan submitted by A. B. Cousins, School Mechanic. The 
athletic field was also graded, disced and seeded. to 
NEW PROBLEMS 
Although the building program was by now complete and the 
lOschool Board Minutes, April 24, 1931, 
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structure ln use, the School Board was still beset by problem~. The ln-
sideous enemy, rumor, attempte.d to undermine citizens' pride ln their 
new school. The school was allegedly of substandard material and con-
struction. The situation was finally considered serious enough to warrant 
the School Board making a public state~ent, which was ordered spread 
upon the minutes of the Permanent School Board Records. The statement, 
which was made by Mr. Lee Paschall was as follows: 
All concerned with the erection of the Thomas Jefferson High 
School building have been unjustly criticized 1n the press by 
an article reported as having come from an employee of the 
School Board,. and because of this I am of the opinion that the 
public should be given the facts in connection with the matter 
The School Board employed a competent firm of architects to 
design and supervise the construction of the building. In the 
usual course, the Board, through its architect, advertised 
for competitive bids. According to the inf ormatton at hand, 
eleven bids were received. The lowest base bid was $713, 122. 00 
the next lowest bid was $734, 356. 00 .. a difference of $21, 284. 00. 
The contract ·which was awarded to the lowest bidder, was 
drawn tn accordance with instructions from the City Attorney~ 
A completion bond ln the sum of $180, 000 was given by the 
National Surety Company, which guaranteed the completion of 
the building. The contract provided the contractor would be re-
quired for twelve months after the completion to replace any 
defective work which might appear. 
After the building had been completed and accepted by the 
School Board, certain defects developed. Prior to the ex· 
piration date of maintenance the contractor and the surety 
company were notified of the defects and the surety company 
was·put· on notice that it would·be held responsible,for any 
defect not remedied by the contractor. The contractor has 
returned to the building from Ume to time and bas. made 
good a number of defects.11 
. The statement went on to say: 
n ls no unusual thing for defects in tlie construction of a build· 
1ng to develop after the building has been completed and put in 
use. 
Both the architect and the School Board have been diligent in 
their duties by notifying the contractor and the surety com-
. pany of the defects.. When all defects not made ·good by the 
· contractor have been repaired it is estimated that Ile cost of 
the same will be much less than the difference between the 
lowest and the next to the lowest bid for the construction of 
the bUlldtng. 12 
I 
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On November 21, 1932, about 9 p. m., fire was discovered. v The 
alarm was turned in from the fire box located in the school but when some 
three hours later it was finally extinguished, .eighty per cent of the roof 
had been consumed Jllld there was some water damage. 
School was closed for two days. An emergency meeting of the 
School Board 'was held November 22 to consider action necessary to pro-
tect the .interests of the Board.. On November 25, the Properties Com-
mittee reported it had received five bids for a new roof ranging from 
11~ ' July 19 t 1932. 
12lbid. 
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$7, 560 to $10, 800. • The Committee deferred for the time being the 
matter of a new roof and. authorized the roof to be cleaned off at' once 
by N. · W. Martin· and Brother m cooperation with the School Board .. · 
Mechanical force. · This company had bid $800 for mopping the exposed 
roof and placillg felt ar0tmd all outlets. 13 
· · · Appraisers estimated the cost covering the replacement of work 
damaged by fire and water at $14~ 050 .. 96, and damage to equipment at 
$350. Within a month, emergency·repairs were completed and a new. 
roof placed on the damaged portion of the building at a cost of $7 • 300. 14. 
· The City· Attorney's office investigated the cause of the fire and 
reported findings to the School Board. After examining ·the claim of 
the School Board against the sub-contractors who had originally instal-
led the roof, he rel'tictanlly declined to comply with their request to 
institute suit• for he felt the Board could not recover the losses. 15 
SUBSEQUENT ADDITIONS AND ll.fi>ROVEMENTS 
When Thomas Jefferson was built, not too much thought was given 
at first to the provision of space for athletic contests. In the spring of 1931, 
13 . . 
Ibid. , November 25, 1932. 
14Ibid. , December 23, 1932. 
15Ibid., March 24, 1933. 
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some dlScitlg·and ·seeding Was done·, :but it was sun not adeqU.ate for regu-
larly scheduled athletic contests. · Only a wire fence surrmmded the field. 
In the fall of '1933, a Civil Works· Loan was made available to·the City of 
Richmond. This was· a· project. of the· federal government for unemploy;. 
ment relief., ·,The.school's grant was $31,00o. 16 One hundred men 
were employed at wages varying from forty-five cents to one dollar and·• 
ten cents per hour."· Materials for 1mprovements were furniShed by the · 
School Board,\ but the federal government paid for the, workers'= wages. 
·Under this program, rapid progress was made in the improvement 
of some of·the school's physical facilities.· The.interior of the building· 
. ~ 
was· painted and the athletic field received a major overhauling. A con-
crete wall 7' 10•' tall was bullt·around the field •. The field was latd·out 
for baseball, football, and three tennis courts. A fifteen 'foot cinder • 
track surrounded the' field. ·A system for watering the grass was tnstal· 
led and the entire field was resurfaced and reseeded. 17 Work on the 
project was completed by the deadline date of February·15, .1934 .. 
In Mar~h, 1935, the School Board appropriated thirty-five hundred 
dollars towards constructing spectator. seats on the athletic field. These 
. . . 
seats, which would seat 1,000-1,200 people were permanently erected 




on the north side of the field before the start of the next term •. ~ Addit-
ional seating arrangements were made available in the· 1938-39 session 
when bleachers accommodating 650 people were installed. '.Eventually it 
was possible to seat 2500 by:ustng "!mock down" bleachers. During the 
same session, seats for 900 people were built in the gymnasium• · · 
i On November 25th, 1942; the athletic field was officially dedicated 
as. "Shawen Field". 1n a ceremony at the half-time of the Hopewell-Thomas 
Jefferson football game. 18 This was the first time an athletic field in .. 
Virginia. had.been named after a school's principal. . 
· While Shawen Field under the name of Thomas Jefferson Athletic 
Field was ·part of the original· school property, some of the other school 
facilities were not acquired until later. In the fall of 1988, the City 
authorized the purchase of a half block lot19 on Grace Street opposite 
Thomas Jefferson High School, ·extending from Antrim to Malvern Ave• 
nue and from Grace street to the alley. · At that time, there was some 
idea of building an annex· on this property possibly for shops at some 
Ume in the future. Until such time the property was to be used as a 
girls' athletic field and has become known simply as the "Girls' Athle• · 
tic Field, " 
18Ibid. , ·December, 1942. 
19a9th Annual Report of the.~perintendent of Public Schools, 
............. ......- -
p. 13; The Jeffersonian, October 7, 1938. 
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Another land acqulsW.on was made tn Sept.ember• 1948, when the 
plot beldo4 Sbawen Field between Augusta Avenue and Fltzbugb Avenue 
was purchaaed. Although thla lot bas never been offictally named, It 
has been called 0 Gllllo Field, n through the eoarteSJ of Mr. Gllllo wbo 
owned tbe property. . A )'ear before the property was purchased, Mr. 
Glllio granted the aehoo1 permlasion to use lt. . The cadet corps, mem• 
btu-a ol. the physlcal education .classes, and members of the facultr 
cleued the field, built backstops for baseball and put up football goals. 20 
NI the post-war building boom got under wa1, a real estate developer 
tried to acquire the properlJ for a howsins project. LargelJ through the 
efforts af City CouncUman Bayliss Epps, the property was secured tor 
tho echool. Mr. Epps was atven a life pass to all Thomas Jefferson High 
School athletic events tor Ids work In securing the field. S.tnce that time, 
U baa been used by freshmen and aophomote teams and by the cadet 
corps as a drill area. It Is lqled to eventually close the street between 
the two fields and extend the wall to encompass both of tbem. 
At various Um.es, propoeals have been made for addltions to the 
school. In A!arch, 1940, a faculty group, wblch bad been stud)'lng needs 
of the school for a period cf several months submttted a report through 
201nformation .furnished bJ Mr. v:. Roland Galvin. former Assis-
tant Prlnctpal, Thomas Jefferson High School and currently Prlnctpal, 
Westhampton SchooL 
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its Chairman,' Miss Bessie Motley,· stressing the need for. a new addi-
tion.: 21 The committee felt there was 'a definite need for 'an additional 
building for ~ocations. · They ·pointed to the fact ·that ·annexation· might 
hicrease the attendance still more, 8.lthougb at·that.ttme approximately 
475 studen~ ·could not be accommodated in vocational classes.·: They · 
pointed out that "drop-outs," who might have continued their ·education 
had vo<:attona.J. training courses been:offered, numbered 68 for 1937-38 
and 71 for 1938-39. 
Rooms which the committee recommended for the proposed build· 
lng' were shops for electricity, woodworking, metal, printing,· and auto• 
mobile es~entials; a room for commercial 'arts and crafts; ·two for 
mechanical drawing; three for home economics; a sol.ind proof room for 
the band; eight regular rooms which· might be especially equipped; a 
smallauditori11m; a gym; dressing rooms and showers for the girls' 
athletic teams~ and a cafeteria tO accommodate five hundred., 
Thls report was sent to Jesse H. Binford, who was then SUperin· 
: tenderit Of· Schools. After study, it was forwarded to the five•year build- v 
ing comlnittee of the School Board. It should be remembered here that 
scion' afterwards all building activity was abruptly curtailed due to World 
21the Jeffersonian, April 12, . 1940. 
-. 
S1 
War IL When· the. war was over, the need for elementary schools 
loomed large due. to the enormous number of "war babies" who would 
. . 
soon be entering the school system. However, during-the 1939--40 ses-
' ' . . 
sion a request for $300,000 for an additional unit for Industrial and 
Practical Classes 'was made in the Five Year Building Plan. Action 
was def erred. 22 . 
. Early 1n 1953, some thought was given again to adding new wings 
to the Thomas Jefferson building within the next five years.· An increas-
ing school population was cited as the cause. The wave of children,· who 
had flooded the elementary schools and forced the construction of several 
new ones,,. would soon approach tbs high schools.. Thomas Jefferson was 
already too crowded. It was suggested that one· wing be built at first on 
t 
Shawen Fleldand a.second one later if needed. These· wings were to be 
connected. to the back ball. 
. ' . 
~ of 1958, nothing further has been proposed ·for Thomas Jeff er.. \" 
son High School. Now with the proposals for two new district high 
ochools -·one.on the North side and one on the Southside· included 
1n the ctcy• s capi~l budget, it is doubtful that any additional construction 
' . ' ' 
will be undertaken at. Thomas· Jefferson in the near future. 
221.ist Armual Report !?.! the ~erintendent of Public Schools, 
1939•40, p. 13• ' . 
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SUl1:MARY 
T~ .site ~homas Jefferson High School occupies was pur~hased 
. . . ' 
after careful consideraUon of population shifts in the city. The plans 
for the bulldin« represented the ultimate in school architecture for that 
period. 
During construction, a number of problems stemming from the 
composition of the soil were encountered. but the school opened on 
schedule on September 12, 1930. Soon afterwards criticism was leveled 
at members of the School Board because of alleged defects 1n the build· 
f:ng~ A fire on November 21, 1932 added to the problems of the new 
' ;:>_ t I 
schooL 
Subseauent additions and improvements were made, including im• 
provements.to the Athletic Field, acquisition of the Girls' Athletic 




EARLY SCHOOL STAFF 
When: Thomas Jeffe'rsou High School opened its· doors to 'stu-
dents for the first time on' September 12, 1930, the faculty consisted 
of a prhicipal, an assistant principal,·. a clerk, a librarian~ and thi:rty-
two teachers. 1 Six additional t~ach~rs were empleyed for the second 
term, The next year, the faculty wa.S increased to fifty and an addi-
~omtl cl~~k wa8 ele~ted. 2 ln September, 1933, there were sixty 
teachers. 
One ftgtWe who was not as well known a personality to the 
" ., .' 
students but who worked· diligently to have the school established was 
the then SuPerintendent of Schools, Alb~rt H. Hill. Mr. Hill was 
stricken o~ his way to a School: Board meeting and after a brief ill-
. 't .'.' \ 
ness died on M.ay 14, 1933. He was succeeded by Jesse H. Binford. 
-.' ., 
' , ~ ' 
' ' 
1Tbe School· Board of the City of Richmond• 62nd Annual Report 
2!_ !!.!! Superintendent 2! ~ublic Schools, 1930-31, p. 55. 
1o3rd Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools, 
___........ - __. -
1931-32, p. 58. 
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ERNEST SHAWEN, FIRST PRINCIPAL .. • 
Ernest Shawen, Thomas Jefferson's first principal, served 
from the Ume the school opened in September, 1930 lllltil July 1, 1942. 
He began his teac~ career in Cla.rkts Gap, a small settlement sixty 
miles west of Washington, D. c~ , in .1894. 3 . 
. . I 
From Clark's Gap, Mr. Shawen went to Newport News and then 
, . \ . ' ( ' ' 
to Norfolk before coming to Richmond. He served as a principal in 
Richmond public schools for thirty-one years, including four years at 
' . ' . . 
the old Bellevue Elementary School and two years at Bellevue. Junior 
High ~hool. Later he became principal of Binford Junior High School 
and served there until his appointment to Thomas Jefferson in 1930. 
Under Mr. Sha.wen's guidance, many of Thomas Jefferson•s pro• 
: ' ' l 
grams became firmly established. He was outstanding as an organizer -· 
and believed in a balanced schedule. The school was admitted to 
, . ' ' ' 
' : i' • 
membership in the Southern Association of Secondary School~ in the 
io33.34 sessioo. 4 . ., . . 
Athletic teams were organized during the first year, as were 
3 
, The Jeffersonian (Richmond, Virginia), May 22, 1942. 
............. . ' ' ' 
, · .. 
465th Annual Report~~ Superintendent of Public Schools, 
i933~34, P• 21. 
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two publications which· will be mentioned in another section. .While act-
ual student participation in school government did not come until later, 
students bd some introduction to this when the Student Participation 
'' ' 
Association was formed in 1935. A unified plan for handling school 
finances was installed in the Fall of 1938. All money collected in the 
school, ex~~pt class and ~lub funds~ ~deposited in one account and 
. , : 
handled through a central treasury. The treasurer was the school book-
keeper, Miss Merle Gray. 
. ' ,, . 
In February, 1938, a club known as the "Tee-Jay Mens' Organi• 
zation" was organized. This club was the forerunner of a Parent-
,,. 
Teacher Association. It ls believed that the club failed because it at-
tempted to get into adminisj1"ative matters. 
In Marcil.· 1941, the school was rated by an Evaluation Committee 
headed by Dr •. w. R •. Smithey of the University of Virginia. It was 
I ;1 • , 
given a superior rating on Philosophy of Education, School ~pirit, 
- . 1 
Standard Equipment, and Outcome of Its Educational Program. 5 
Mr.. Shawen submitted his resignation on l\!ay 17. 1942, effective 
on July 1st of. ~t year.. Since his resignation, he has traveled extensively. 
572nd Annual Report ~ ~ superintendent ~ Public Schools, 
1940-41, p. 30. 
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,He made his home in Richmond until six years ago, when he re- · 
.married. ·,_He now resides in Purcellville, Virginia,. the same Cowity 
1n :which he grew up. Mr. sruiwen will be eighty-four, years old August 
29, . 1958~ , and still takes an active part in community affairs. ~ . ' ' 
, 'i. .· •·, l 
... 1. f ' - " , ',,,. 
• J' .,. 
COALTER C. HANCOCK, SECOND PRINCIPAL 
~ ., • .' ! : ' '.· ' ' '. ' ,,_ . ' ! 
,. • \ A • ~. ' '. ' ' 1 • ~ ' ' ~ • , I i , ; ' > ,· .• > • ; 1 ' ' ' 
· Mr. Shawen' s successor as principal of Thomas Jefferson was 
;:: j . ' • • i • - ~ . . ' ,' • ., ' • ' • ~ 
·coaiter c. · Hancock, who 'assumed these duties in September, 1942. 
Mr~- ml.ncock ;j,as the first prhtcipal of Chandler J~io~ High School· 
1' ,. ;' t " : i ' ' :' • ·._ • ' . ' : ~ • • ; . \ • ' • • 
. ,AJld held that post for sixteen years· prior to coming to Thomas Jeff er-
t·, '; t. ~ ·;-, • ' ' ·. .· . ' ' , ( '. ( l I ' ' 
son. ··A naUve of Richmond and a graduate of Richmond High School, · 
',: •' 
the forerunner of John Marsh3.ll High School, Mr. Hancock had been 
in the ~chool sf8teni'thirty years when he was appoin~d.to Thomas 
· J~~rsbn• s top p<>ttlUon .. 7 He. taught at' Bellevue Sch~l from 1913-
191~~, imu, d~htg ;this ~e, he served 'as assistant prhtclpal for a 
ye~ Under Mr" Shawen. He also taught in Robert Fulton School and 
in 1918.beca:me,prblcipal of Navy Hill School. , Mr. ID\.ncoek.received. 
bis B~ A.· n'egre'e from the um.v~rsity of· Virginia and his M~ ·A. 
61nformatlon furnished by Mrs. w. Laurence Weaver, daughter 
of Mr. Shawen.. 
.: 7The Jeffersonian, September 28, 1942. 
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from Columbia ,university)~ '' j I 
· .: ~ In' this· new era under; Mr~· Hancock's leadership, many changes 
were ·iilStituted •. One of his first acts was to form a Coordination Com-
mittee~ With. representativeo ·from important school groups to discuss 
' ' . . 
the program ·of extra-curricular activities for the year, and to pro-
mote efficiency. ·9 · 
During his administration, the Cadet Corps came into being ao 
did student Participation in School Government. The three firsts of 
his career are:. setting up X and Y classes, using guidance counselors 
' ' 
to aid students, and being the first in this area to have school buildings 
. ' . 
clean~d at night. J.O Mr. Hancock once stated that he considered the 
development of the guidance p:rogram as perhaps the most important 
accomplishment of his career. It is said that Mr. Hancock had the 
ability to listen to all com~rs and to leave them with the feeling that be 
understood what wa:s troubling them even if he couldn't do anything 
about 1t. 11 · · 
The Evaluation Committee report of 1952-63 was favorable, and 
said that Thomas Jefferson was well-rounded in most of its subjects 
8lbid. 
9 . 
Ibid•, October 16, 1942. 
- .· 
lOibld. , November 5,. 1954. 
-11Statement by Mr •.. W. Roland Galvin, July 17, 1958. 
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and extracurricular activities._ The one general area in which the re• 
port stated additional courses. wer.e ·needed was in· the field of Indus-· 
• >.' -, ;· , ' .~ • . • • 
tJ::ialArts •. 12, 
, -.... ,~· regard to ·student participation~. the committee pointed out. that 
~t is· more· lmportan,t ~or a .student to .do a competent job in one . organi-
zation. than, merely hold membership in many. 
: · Acc<?'ding. to the evaluators, . all departments should work together 
to develop the total school program, and there should be closer inte•. 
gration otthe. wo!k of the several departments_. It was also felt.that 
there. could be more faculty participation in the sponsorship ofactivit- · 
13 !es., . ,, 
other areas considered to need improvement were reporting to 
' ' 
parents and pu!>Uc relations. One of the most effective single means 
for carrying out such a program ls through a parent-teacher associa· 
' . - ' 
tion •. As early as ~938, a mens' organization came into be_ing; but 
\ ' ~ ~ . 
It was not successful because it failed to recognize its functions. 
~ . i 
There have been three different efforts to establish parent-teacher 
12ruchmond Public Schools, Thomas Jefferson High School 
Evaluation ReJ>(!rts, 1952-53, p.,12. 
13 lbid •. , p. 69. 
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··organlzations;with assistance·fr'om·the schoo1·adminiStration.' ·The 
earliest: Of the'se was in 1947. Another attempt was made m 1949. : The 
' . 
:tbird· Thoma.8 Jefferson· Parent-Teacher Association was organized on 
May 27; ' ~954, and ls still active. · it appears that this group wW con• · 
.-•~·~_.: ::.:.o::....'o.;.\"" 
'ttnue arid'tbat it knows and carries out its proper functions and re.;. ,,. ' 
sponslbWties." 
'· 'Durmg~a severe snowstorm early in 1958, Mr. '.Hancock slipped 
)and _broke his hip when returning from a meeting of. District C Princi-
palS at Westhampton School. He returned only briefly during the 
semester.· ·0n May 26th, the: Richmond Civitan Club surprised :VJX~ -:. 
'Hancock with a certificate of recognition for "devoted service. " 
WILLIAM W. BROCK, JR. , THIRD PRINCIPAL . 
.. At a meeting oi the School Board ~n May 13th, 1958, WWiam 
f .. 
W.. Brock, Jr. , Principal of Albe~t H. Hill Junior High School, was 
' ' ~· ! ' ' 
'· '' 
' :i. 
appointed to succeed Mr. Hancock. He will assume this position in 
September; 1958 • 
. OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF ; ' I i ' 
Miss LOdlse Weisiger was the first assistant principal at 
Thomas Jefferson, and with the exception of a brief period when she 
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.; >·,' • 
was' on furlough for further study, she held this position for, sixteen 
years~ '.She. left to become Director of the Research Department of the 
Richmond Public Schools, a position she still holds. 
'.
0 In 'September, 1942, Mr. w. Roland Galvin, who was a teacher. 
at the school since February of its' first year, J>ecame acting assistant 
dur~g Miss Weisiger' s iurlough. 14 'Miss Weisiger returned in Sep-
tember, 1943 and in September, 1944, Mr. Galvin was made assistant 
principal working with her. 15 He left to become principal of West-
hampton School in September, 1945. 
· · ··Mr. C. F ~ Noble became assistant principal in September, 1946. 
He fi~st came, to Thomas Jefferson in 1942 from John Marshall. Mr. 
Noble continued in this position until 1955, when he transferred to 
Tacoma Park,·· Maryland. He was succeeded in September, 1955 by 
Mr. Edward N. Smith, who continues in this post to the present time • 
.AnOther assis~ant principal was l'l...r. Ro~ N. ~ckett who came 
to Thomas Jefferson in 1937 as a chemistry teacher. After serving in 
the Navy from 1942-46, he was made assistant principal in 1947. He 
was on active duty with the Navy again from 1951·53, and in 1956 he 
was promoted to Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent of 
·. 
14The Jeifersonian, September 28, 1942. 
,., ··'",' __., 
15lbtcL , September 22, 1944. 
- . 
L ____ _ 
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Schools, H. I •. Willett. 
' ' :. ' . 
Mr •. Puckett was .succeeded. by Mr, Ernest W. :Mooney, Jr., a 
former. John Marshall faculty member. Mr. Mooney stll:l holds this 
. '. 
position. 
• • ' 'l ... ~ 
The first department heads at Thomas Jefferson High School were 
~. ,. f ' , ,~; t. ;r -< ; ~ I •, • • 
; '.. 
appointed by the School Board on t}!e recommendation of Mr. Sha wen 
: ' ' . ~ '1 "' ' • ~ J ' • ._ • ' 1 • 
in the Fall of 1981. They were Miss Lucy Henderson, English; Miss 
. ', . ~ ' . . . 
•. r • • , , ., , ~ . ' 
Ruth_ Wilson, Mathematics; and Mr. W. R. Galvin, Science. Miss 
;· . ·. ' ( ! . ' • • • • 
Josephine Holt continued. her supervision of the modern language 
classes at Thomas Jefferson and John Marsh!: 11 and Miss Louise 
Weisiger added to her duties the Chairmanship of the Latin Depart-
' 
ment. 16 In January, Miss Virginia Sydnor was appointed head of the 
' . . 
History Department, and in the Fall of 1933, two additional depart-
ment heads were created - Mrs •. S. B. Tyler, Commercial Depart-
' 
. ment, and Miss Marjorie Goodwyn, Art. 
' ' SILVER ANNIVERSARY TEACHERS 
When. ThomM Jefferson High School observed its silver anni-
versary,, there were twelve teachers who had been associated with \. 
the school for the entire twenty five years. They were Mrs. Ruth 
16 , . ' \ . - . 
lbid. '· October 2, 1931. 
L_ __ 
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Paul Browning who came to Thomas Jefferson from John Maraha.11 and 
· who started the Blolog Department; Miss Jeanette Henna, who came 
from John Marshall; Mn. Josephine Kritzer, who started her career 
at Thomas Jeffe.rsoo; !4lss Mary Womack, who came from John ?.far• 
shall; Mtaa Eunice Glll, also from John :Marshall; Miss Bartlet Snow, 
from Dalnbtldp; Miss Frances Gray from Northslde (cow Chandler); 
.Mr•. W. E. Blassom; r..ilsaea Katie Mae Davis and Katherine Davis 
. . ' 
from Binford; !wtlaa Marie Cblldress, and Miss Merle Gray. 
. . ' . 
PRESE~"'T TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS 
During the 196'1·58 seaslon, there na a faculty or elghtJ-flve. 
Flprea basecl on the elghtf•fou.r teachers on duty tn September, 195'7 
show their prafesalonal preparation as follow8:1'1 
Dep:ee! Be~ Certifkates Held 
M'. Ed, 'I Poet Graduate Professional 29 
M.A. 14 Collegtate Professional 51 
M. S. a Special 4 
B. A. 12 
·B. S. as 
B. s. L. S. 2 
None 4 
.. 1 '1 JnfOll'matlon furnished bJ' :Mr. Ernest Mooney, Jr. , .Asslstant 
Principal, Thoma8 Jellerson Blgll School, May 29, 1958. 
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The four teachers who do not hold degrees are teaching non-a~a~emic, • 
subjects •. · 
STUDENT TEACHERS 
. ' 
The school takes few student teachers. The' majority of those 
' 
.. . . . . '; , I ~ , ' - ' ' 
accepted have been in the fields Of ·physical education, art~ mid music. 
An ~ffecti~~ student teaching program depends upon the cooperation 
and aseisbm~e of the teachers involved. If they feel that they have a 
professional obligation to help train other teachers, the program has a 
; 
good chalice of success .. If, on the other hand, the teaching staff feels 
that this is the obligation of colleges and universities, the program 
will probably be ineffective. There is more involved, however, than 
the philosophy of the teachers alone. The school administrator is 
Ii· 
reluctant to bring in st'..tdent teachers if his staff feels this is an ad.di-
·,' j. 'i ,. \ ; 
tional burden. ms-teachers are his first line of offense and their re• 
l 
action to an enforced policy could be a disruptive influence. 
PROBLEM'.$ 
Many facets of an educational institution do not lend themselves 
easily to a study of this nature,. particularly those facets which involve 
perso~el. Despite its mnny excellent features, Thomas Jefferson has 
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had 'its share'. of problems •. · At first there was. a distinct organizational 
hurdle· to overcome, stemming from the structuring of .the organt .. 
zatton and the ·method by which personnel were assigned to the schooL 
··. 
At that time, Mr. James. C. Harwood, Principal of John fv!arshall 
mgh School,: was also the Directo~ of lligh and Junior High Schools. 
In this position, he was in theory and in fact over Mr• Sha wen. This 
naturally caused som.e complications w~en L1ie rivalry between the 
schools became intense. This situation was eased when this position 
was eliminated in the 1933-34 session. 
While the selection of personnel for a new school poses certain 
problems, the manner in which this originally was done at Thomas 
Jefferson complicated the situation. Some teachers were chosen !or 
the new school staff by Mr. Sha wen. This was felt to be a compli-
ment. Others were simply assigned to the school, with no opportun-
ity to voice a preference, and were notified of this decision when they 
met for convocation the day before school opened. A cleavage re-
aulted between those who had been selected and those who had been 
assigned and it ts believed that this problem was never completely 
overcome. 
·SUMMARY 
Thomas Jefferson High School has had two principals, Ernest 
I 
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Shawen and Coalter Hancock. William Brock, Jr.. will become the 
' _l , ; J ~· '' . f , : I ,. . , 
. ' - 1- • ' . ' ( j. r. • ' \ ' 
school's third principal in September, 1958. other. administrative 
' I , > 
staff members and teachers have contributed to the d~velopment of the 
school program. The school has had some problems which were dtffi• 
cult to overcome. Some of these problems were of an organizational 
nature and others have been in the area of personneL , 
~-- -------------
CHAPTER IV 
PUPIL DATE • SCHOOL POPULATION .. ~ ENROLLMENT 
ENROLLMENT TRENDS 
, , : · As seen in Chapter I, a rapidly expanding school p9pulation, to-
gether with ·a geographic expansion of the city westward, :produced the 
need. for. Thomas Jeff er son High School. Other factors. related to in .. 
creased secondary school enrollment should not be discounted in con ... 
,. ' . . l - • ' 
sidering thet.otal picture,, however. Wgh School enrollments .. : . 
increased generally in the early part of the twentieth century as an 
tncreasing,awareness of the importance of secondary education gained 
hold 1n keeping with our American tradition of education for all. 
Since 1920, · there has been a rapid rise in total enrollment for high 
schools. 1; l'bis influx into high schools, coupled with their ·increased 
holding power is also the result of social change, namely, compul• 
sory education laws, the tightening of child labor laws, increased 
leisure ttme. improved modes of transportation, and enriched curri-
cUlar. offerings. 2 Bi-iefiy then, an expanding population and an 
. 1 J •. B. Edmonson, Joseph Roemer 1 and Francis L. Bacon, 
The Administration of the Modern Secondary School (New York: The 
- --McMillan .Company, 1955), p.47. 
2iJJtd.,, pp. 49·50. 
-
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expanding economy, improved methods of transportation, and an en-
riched program of education all were responsible in part for popular-
izing sacondary;education. ·Table ll shows the increase in the number 
of stude~ts tn tb.e Ric~ond high sch.ooiS f~om 1aa9 .. 90 to 1954-55. 3 
While the largest increase 1n enrollment for all schools took place in 
. . 
. ' . ' ' .· ' ' , ' ! '·. 1, 
~e period f~om 1919-20 to 1924-25, the greatest increase in high 
. . . . 
schools occurred in the period from 1929-30 to 1934-35.· This was 
caused by the 1nflux into high schools of the children who entered the 
school system during its peak enrollment period. The peak enroll-
ment in high school was reached in the 1939-40 session. Since that 
time, .. ther~ has been a decrease, but enrollment has not fluctuated 
greatly since, 1944-45. 
" ' .. . '' .. ' 
l!l-1927·28, the enrollment in white day schools was 22,404. The 
enrollment for 1928-29 was 22, 965, 4 an increase of 561. While this 
reflects a total enrollment increase rather than high school alone, it 
nonetheless demonstrates the rapidly expanding school population. 
3The School? Board of the City of Richmond, !!!!! Annual Report 
2! the. ~rinte~dent 2!, Public Schools, 1944·45, p. 91; Information 
furnished by Mrs. Mary Louise Smith, Statistical Analyst, Depart-
ment of Research, Richmond Public Schools. 
'4~e' School Board of the City of Richmond, School Board 
Minutes, January 28, 1929. 
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TABLED 
.. STATISTICS OF WHITE HIGH AND NORMAL SCHOOLS 
RICHM'.OND, vm.GINIA 
1889- 1955 
Enrollment - White Enrollment - White 
Session Pupils In City In High School 
1889-90 6,781 645 
1894-95 7,258 887 
1899-1900 7,414 831 
1904-05 7,675 979 
1909-10 9,473 975 
i914-l5 19,182 2,059 
1919-20 . 20,981. 2,139 
1924-25 24,007 3,097 
1929-30 25,706 3,783 
. 1934-35 . 25,358 . 4,551 
1939-40 23,585 5, 1'15 
1944-45 21,045 3,763 
1949-50 23,746 3,943 
, .. 1954-55 25,422 3,620 
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A summary of the school· census returns of 19305 is given in 
Table In.· ··This summary not only shows a large number al!'eady with-
in the secondary school age range, but an even greater number within 
the elementary level who woUld be entering high school within a few 
years•.~· 
ENROLLMENT TRENDS ·AT THOMAS JEFFERSON 
HIGH SCHOOL 
Durmg the first· term thitt Thomas ·Jefferson High School was 
' ' 
l ' .• ·, ' ' ' ' ' 
open,· 909 students were enrolled. The second term the roll increased 
~.,, < ~\ h . ' 
to 1, 086. 6 Of these,· 494 were· boys and 592 were girls. 
i''" 
The followtng year, enrollment increased to 1,435, and in June, 
~933, r~ached :i: G50. ! .The cliangtng enrollment patterns at Thomas 
Jefferson High School are shown in Table IV. 8 While the sharpest 
. 5 ~· . . . ; . .. . . 
Ibid. J May 29' 1930. ' 
- . 
662nd ~ual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools, 
..,._.__,..,.. - .......... -
1930-31, p. 114. 
7 64th ~ual Report of the SUperintendent of Pµbllc Schools, 
------ - --- - ,, 
1932-33, p. 22. '\ 
8Annual Reports~~ Superintendent~ Public School3, 1930-31 
through 1942•43; Information furnished by Mrs. Mary Louise Smith, 
Statistical Analyst, Department of Research, Richmond Public Schools. 
6 7 8 9 
Yrs. Yrs. Yrs. . Yrs. 
White~ 
Male 1,120 1,366 1,178 1,162 
Female 1,091 1-'-212 1_!_267 1..l.253 
Total,..• 2,211 2..l.578 2,445 2_i_415 
TABLEm. 
SUMMARY.OF .SCHOOL CENSUS RETURNS 
1930 . 
10' 11 12 13 14 15 
Yrs. . Yrs •. Yrs • Yrs. Yrs. Yrs. 
.. 
1,278 1,040 1,164 1,012 1,059 1,053 
1..l.182 1..l.092 1..l.158 1_,_108 1_!_ 055 997 
2_i_460 2..1.132 2..!.322 2,120 2_!_ 114 2,050 
16 17 18 
Yrs. · Yrs. Yrs. 
1,033 998 974 
1:.,_ 131 1_,_027 li 085 

















ENROLLMENT • THOMAS JEFFERSON mGH SCHOOL 
Session 1930-31 through 1957-58 
Session Enrollment Session Enrollment 
1930-31 1,086 1944-45 1,799 
1931·32 1,435 1945-46 1,836 
1932-33 1,650 1946-47 1,896 
1933;..34 1,949 .. -1947.49 1,854 
1934-35 1,969 1948-49 1,846 
1935-36 2,047 1949-50 1,800 
1936-3'1 2,146 1950-51 1,726 
1937-38 2,226 1951-52 1,719 
1938-39 2,279 1952-53 1,'746 
1939-40 2,367 1953-54 1,800 
1940 .. 41 2,350 1954-55 1,865 
. 1941-42 2,292 1955-56 1,879 
1942-43 2,222 1956--5'7 1,836 
1943-44 . 1,939 1957-58 1,879 
L __ 
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.. increase occurre~ between the 1930-31 and 1931-32 sessions, the en-
• ~ollment continued to, grow, , reaching its peak during the 1939-40 ses-
.. slon when 2,~67 students were enrolled. There was a·gradualdecline 
in. the .years. following but. enrollment bas at no time fallen: below. 
1,700. Jn the.past five years, .there bas been a slight increase • 
. It should.be noted that in 1943 .. 44 a new system of enrollment 
.was ~tiat~d:in the city schoolS based on the formula Ei + E2.f. Ra 
as. defineci f:n the state Teachers• R~gi.ster. 9 This formula· does not 
~~e the usual enrollment for the entire city, and.the white, Negro, 
' ·• ; ' ~ l : " ' ' 
and city, totals are comparable. to similar totals for preceeding years. 
~ ' ' ' ·, J ', : : ' ' : ' . .i ' • ' ' 
.~e. the .figures by levels are not exactly comparable; they are 
~ I ' 
similar enoug~ to note trends in the enrollment patte.rn. The enroll-
. ; ' . . ' . ' 
ment trends at Thomas Jefferson High School cannot be considered 
! • • ! ' : ~ , { ' . ' ' ; : • 
separately from city-wide enrollment trends. The peak enrollment 
. ; '. •.) . \ \· : . ' . 
in the Richmond Public Schools was reached in the 1929-30 session • 
. Aftel". that, there was a steady decrease in the number of pupils. 
This decllne,was particularly heavy in the white elementary schools. 
The setl.tor high schools continued to show a slight increase,· but the 
,. ' I f 
. totals showed a loss each session. · Richmond was experiencing the 
975th Annual Report ~ ~ SUp~rintendent ~ Public Schools, 
-
.1943-44. p. 46. 
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same situation as most other American cities, and the 'decline in total 
enrollnient was directly related to the decline in the birth rate .. 
. ~ . .,··":The depression of the' early 1930•s had some effect upon school 
enrollment~·'· Many graduates· at Thomas Jefferson High School who 
were; unable to ftnd·jobs returned for postgraduate·couraes~ Eriroll-
ment dropped:for the first time 1n Thomas Jefferson•s·history in 1940-
41~· wruin·a·l~sof 1'1 was shown. However, the enrollment was still 
greater than what the school could comfortably accommodate .• · One of 
the probtema at Thomas Jefferson ·caused by lack of space was the 
auditorium' study. Another was the amount of traveling which teachers 
encountered bi changing· classrooms. 
World War II had its effect on enrollment and part of the decline 
durmg:the early.1940's is attributable to tl'Js. 
' ' . ' 
. on.January 1, 1942, the City of Richmond annexed by court 
': . ' 
decree certain· areas of Henrico and Chesterfield Counties •. The addi• 
tion of these· schools increased the total school enrollment and stopped 
for awhile the steady decline. .At that time, Westhampton High 
School had 368 students enrolled. In 1943-44, Westhampton became 
' ' . ,, 
a combination elementary-junior high school and the pupils above , 
grade eight were transferred to Thomas Jefferson. 
While Thomas Jefferson's enrollment did not continue to. in-
crease · neither did it decrease drastically. Thomas Jefferson is now 
' ' 
L _______ _ 
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on the inner fringe of a rapidly expanding westward movement.. n is 
not possible to speculate how out-migration bas affected predicted en-
rollment.»-, Certainly many families with children have moved to the -
' 
suburbs. .A.t the' same time, many families who have stayed within the 
- city have' moved· westward. IIi addition, the mer eased birth rate of 
the war and post•war years is now being felt in the .schools •. ' The pos-
. \, ' 
sibllity of 'annexation in the futiu'e -cannot be ·ignored, · especially in 
view Of pa.St events. Richmond has used up most of its a\ra.1lable · 
' space and can ·continue to' expand' only by redevelopment or by annexa-
tlon. · 
· ·. RESIDENCE AREAS OF STUDENT POPULATION . 
I • - • '. .. . . ' • ' ' ' ! 
· ' · Althouih Thomas· Jefferson was originally planned because of 
the rapid westward expansion, similar expansion in contiguous areas -
i . - ,- I i · ,' · • · ~ 1 - : • • • ? • • • , • , • , : • 1 • • ' • 
Ghlter Park on the Northside and the Westover Hills - Forest Hill 
area on the SOuthslde • bad to be considered before the s'cbool was 
. . 
completed. In June, 1930, the following instructions were issued to 
. . . ; . . .... -. 10 
junior high schools concerning promotions to senior high school: 
·· 10Sch0ol B~d Minutes, Miiy 29, 1930, p.18. 
.1.• f' ,All students .from East End. Junior High School. go to• 
John MarshalL 
.' , . , '. ' J , , ~ , . , , ' , , ., ~ " ' , , ! . ' . . ' . • +· I ' , ·, , -. '. . 
2. All students from Bainbridge go to John Marshall. · 
3. . Pupils. in Northside promoted to senior" high school : 
must elect between John Marshall and Thomas Jef• 
· fers~·· ·This election: cannot~· c~d after it ~ · : 
.made. · .. 
4 •. Pupils ~ Binford Junior High School promoted to 
. s~htC>r 'higll'school who' live west of Lombardy gc): to 
. Thomas. Jefferso~ Pupils ·living east of· Lombardy 
go to Jo1m Marshall. 
: } " :i ' . '.: \ ,' -~ : ( ; ; ! 5. Exceptions: · 
. (a)· ;All who wish to be cadets must go to John Marshall. 
(b) All shop pupils must go to John Marshall. 
Cc),, '.A1.f home economics pupils must go to John 
··. Marshall. 
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Reference to data from the 1950 census indicates that the stu-
dents attending Thomas Jefferson High School come from census tracts 
which have· median family incomes well above the city's. a11erage. 
' ··~ 
These areas are also well above the city as a whole in median edu-
cational achievement and housing. 
FIRST GRADUATING CLASS 
The eleven graduates of February• 1932 comprised the first 
~~~atfug ·class· of Thomas Jefferson High School, although diplo-
mas we're ncrt gi~en untU June. · The first graduates were: Charlotte 
La Verne. Rogers; Max RobinSon; Beulah Louise Gregory; Margery 
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Ruth Watkins; Edna Louise Jennings; Harry Owen Pattesonr: Ralph 
Patterson Moore; LeRoy Vernon Moore, Jr.; Robert Francis Rlegal; 
Thelma Elizabeth Martin; and Helena Elizabeth Troxeu. 11 Miss Eliza-
beth Glll was class sponsor. Of the eleven students, ten returned to 
take post•graduate courses. 
The first commencement was held ln the school auditorium the 
night of June 10th, 1932. The ninety-four graduates were by their 
own choice clad 1n gray caps and gowns. Of these; eleven were the 
February graduates and eighty-three the June graduates. This was 
the first Ume the collegiate uniform was worn 1n Richinond for a 
high school commencement. 12 The program was based on the single 
theme type, and the subjec~ of all talks were on phases of the 
modern high school •. , Robert Kilpatrick spoke on "Objectives of. 
Educatton°; Judith Hodges, "Democracy 1n the High School"; Virginia 
Baker, "Extracurricular Activities"; and Sidney Matthews, "What's 
Right With Our School. ,,lS . The idea of student presentation was 
relatively new at this time. 
1163rd Annual Report of the SUperintendent of Public Schools, 
.,,..._,. - __.._, -
.1931-32, p.116. 
12The Jeffersonian, Aprll 14, 1932. 
131bid. , May 27, 1932. 
-
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·" February graduates continued to take part in· June Commencement 
exercises until 1943, ·when the one hundred fifty-eight Februarj gradu· 
ates participated tn Thomas Jefferson's first mid-year commence.;. 
· ment,:. 
'· ·;·There.were 10 scholarships awarded to members of the first . 




. ' l .' 
5th Award 
6th Award 
Sidney T. Mathews, 3rd · ·· 
Esther Campbell Walsh 
Virginia. Marshall Ingram 
. . ' ' ~ ' . . 
William L. Wright, Jr.1 
Anna Cora Ferrell 
I , ' i ', ; 
1
, 
Elizabeth Ratcliffe Folkes 
7th Award · Robert Francis Riegel 
8th Awant' Ellis Miller, Jr. 
9th Award Harljf Owen Pa~son 
10th Award Berman Jacob Flax 
·University of Richmond 
Scholarship 
College of WUUam and 
Mary 
Westhampton College 
' ' 1 ' 




Washington and Lee 
College . 
DuPont Scholarship to 
University of Virginia 
Accredited Wgh School 
Scholarship to Uni• 
verslty of Virginia 
Randolph Macon College 
About 70% of the Thomas Jefferson High School graduates 
· 1463rd Annual Report 2!, ·~ Superintendent ~ Public Schools, 
1931-32, p.116 • 
. -:, ' ~ . ~, 
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enter some coll.ege or university. This ls an unusually high percent• 
age. Almost all of these make successful college. records.· ·Relevant · 
data furnished by the school ls shown in Table v. 15 · The percent of 
college classes passed based on the reports of freshmen· ls unusually 
good amtshows·an increase each year from 1951through1955. An in· 
creasing number· of students are entering colleges in Virginia. 
STUDENT ELIMINATIONS 
The .Eva!~ Committee 1n 1952-53 reported that Thomas Jef-
,. 
ferson had a comparatively small number of withdrawals for controll-
able reasons, and that definite plans were under way to follow up 
' ' ' fu~e wllhdra~ to determine the reason. 16 This shows consider-
able impro~ment over 1937-38 when there were sixtf-etght drop-outs 
for ~ontrollAble reasons and 1938-1939 when there.were seventy-one. 
At that time, Mr. Shawen, the princtPa.1, .. stated that fifteen per cent 
of the failures were due to subject misfits and many Of the drop.outs 
would have continued their educations' bad vocational tralnlrig classes 
15Information furnished by Mr. Ernest Mooney, Jr. , Assistant 
Principal, Thomas Jefferson High School, May 29, 1958. 
' .-·. 
16iticmnorid Public sChools', Thomas Jefferson High Evaluation 
--- ---- - ----Reports, 1952-53, p. 5 •. 
TABLE V 
THOMAS JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES 
WHO ENTER COLLEGE 
1950 1951 1952•• 1953# 1955# 
Number of. graduates 480 257 305 414 423 
Number reported entering college 333 146 205 271 294 
Per cent of graduates entering college 
-
69.4% 56.8% 67.2% ,65. 5% 69.5% 
*Number of classes in which students enrolled 1896 906 1218 1577 1640 
*Number of classes successfully passed 1701 788 1146 1472 1568 
*Per cent of classes passed 89.7% 87.0% 94.1% 93 .. 3% 95.6% 
Number of colleges in which students enrolled 67 36 39 68 61 
Percentage of classes passed in Thomas Jefferson High 
School by all students including graduates 91.1% 89.9% 92.4% 92.0% 91.1% 
*Based on first semester reports of Freshmen furnished by the colleges. 
**The 1952 class was the first to graduate under the 12-year plan. 
#Based on second semester grades. l 
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been available. 
Table VI shows the relatively low number of eliminations for con-
trollable .reasons at Thomas Jefferson High School during the 1956-57 
session. 17 . 
COST OF msTRUCTION 
The per capita cost of instruction for all Richmond Public Schools, 
based on in.formation in the 1956-57 statistical Report18 is shown in 
Table VJI. During this ten-year period, the cost of instruction for all 
schools has risen each year. This ts caused chiefly by increases in 
teachers' salaries9 While the costs of text books and materials have 
gone up also, any great fluctuations in per capita costs are due to 
salaries, since approximately eighty-eight per cent of the budget is 
allocated for this purpose.19 
17 The School .Board of the City of Richmond, Statistical Report 
~ the Richmond Public Schools, 1956-57, p. 21. 
', 18lbid. ' p. 26. 
19Information furnished by Mr. Lucien D. Adams. 
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Lack of Abillty 














Total Withdrawals •• , ••••••••••••• ~ • ~ • • • 99 
TABLE VII 
COMPARATIVE COSTS PER CAPITA FOR INSTRUCTION 
AND OTHER COSTS OF OPERATION (DAY SCHOOLS) 
Average Cost Total 
Daily Of Cost Of 
Session Attendance Instruction* other Costs Operation 
1947-48 27,133 $142.78 $36.98 $179.76 
1948-49 27,888 157.82 38. 69 196. 51 
1949-50 28,522 161.50 37.15 198.65 
1950-51 28,328 172.27 40.64 212. 91 ,. 
1951-52 29, 165, 183.33 41.94 225.27 
1952-53 S0,833 192.42 47. 12 239.54 
'1953-54 32,298 199.03 43.12 242.15 
1954-55 33,295 202.01 46.03 248.04 
1955-56 33,655 219.'13 55.41 275.14 
1956-57 34,252 218.40 60.90 279.30 
. ' 
Note: The figures in this table are based on financial 
. reports filed with the Virginia state Board of 
Education. 






An expanding population, an expanding economy, !~proved 
' ,. •, 
methods of transportation, and an enriched program of education all 
helped popularize secondary education. This trend has its effect on 
Richmond and on Thomas. Jefferson ~gh School. , 
Various factors affected the enrollment of the school. Among 
these were the depression of the early 1930's, a declining birth rate, 
' 
annexation, and World War II. 
' 
A relatively high number of students from this school attend 
· college and these students appear to make successful college records. 
While the cost of instruction has increased, this has been due 
to bringing salaries of instructional personnel closer to suggested 
standards. 
CHAPTER V 
DEVELOI>MENT AND GROWTH OF THE SCHOOL PROGRAM 
CURRICULUM 
In the pre-plannlng stages, the prevalent idea was to make 
. . 
Thomas Jefferson High School a colleg~ preparatory schooL · Popu-
lation changes did not allow this to happen, however, and before the '. 
school wa.8 opened, it was evident that it would have. to be another high 
school, offering a comprehensive program •. 1 This is the reason, how-
ever, . for. the absence of shop facilities at Thomas Jefferson High · 
School today. 
When the school opened in September, 1930,_,all regular high · 
school subjects were offered for grades l·L through 3-H except 
German, Vocational Trades, Home Economics, and Military. 2 Phy-
sical Education was offered to high school students for the first Ume 
in this area, and all students were required to take two gymnasium 
periods a week the first term. During the second term, it was re-
- quired of first and second ~ar students and made optional for the 
1Statement by Mr. Ernest Mooney, Jr. 
2The School Board of the City of Richmond, 62nd Annual Report 




In February, 1931, the 4-L grade was added and Home Econom~· 
ics classes were starte~ 3 The 4 ... H grade was added in September, 
1931, and senior classes in all subjects were offered. Six new sub"!'; 
jects were .taught at .Thomas Jefferson &gh School this .term for the 
first time •. Included were: Physics,. Geometry 3, ·Latint,, German 1, 
French 6,, English 8, Pµblic Speaking 2, History 8, and Shorthand 4, 4 
. The .dailY program then provided for six fifty-minute recitation . 
periods, and a twenty-five minute period for assemblies, choruses, . 
and other activities. Today, the daily program provides for six fifty. 
five minute periods. 
A course in Diversified Occupations was started 1n September, 
1939. Vocational training had been lacking until then." In addition, 
Mechanical·Drawtng 1·4 was added. 5. By 1941, Thomas Jefferson'·· 
also had·courses in Con8umer Problems 1and2, and Salesmanship 1 
and 2~ 1 Military Training was added in ·September, 1942 and German 
was dropped. . 
3lbtd. 
4Tbe Jeffersonian (Richmond, Virginia), October 2, 1931. 
-
571st Annual Report~·!!!! Superintendent~ Public Schools, .. 
1939-40, p. 82. 
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During World War II, several courses were offered in coopera-
tion with the government to further the war effort.~·, Bays were :required 
to take, military or two periOds of phYsiCal education a ~eek. The ; 
Mathematics' Department. offer~d a refre~her mathematics course for 
boys going into the army or navy. Physics 3 (Preinductton Mechanics) 
and Physics 4 (Preinductlon Electricity) were also offered, 6 as was 
a course ln Aeronautics •. 7 : 1 
··Starting in January,' 1958, •after•school classes·were started in 
Russian.' German classes are· scheduled to be included.in the currtcu-
lum in September,· 1958 •. 
· Driver training classes were started in the Fall of· 1947. The 
American, Automobile .Association supplied the first car. \~, 
·" 
To aid 1n their study of child behavior, a nursery. school was 
· started· in the Spring of 1949 sponsored by the home economics .Clas• 
ses •. ·The·.school, ·designed to acquaint the girls with child care, ls 
planned for a half day - 8:30 a. m. • 12:30 p. m. Lunch is served at 
noon. ·Many younger brothers and sisters of Thomas Jefferson· stu-
dents tiave enrolled in previous years as well as relatives of the 
faculty~ and children living in the neighborhood. 
6The Jeffersonian, January 15, 1943. 
-
7 Information furnished by Mr. W. Roland Galvin •. 
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The. school feels that the. examinattons1. or final tests, given at· 
Thomas Jefferson are as effective as any high school examinations • 
/ 
v 
. The final :tests. are left 'to the. discretion of the indirtdual. teachers~. but · 
they. are supposed to cover the· enttre ~emester's work.. Thomas Jeffer-
son has a testing schedule which.is utllized throughout the year.:, Dur• 
lng the testing 'period at. the end of the semester, regtllar daily schedules 
are followed.· Therefore, the final tests may be broken into parts 
and given on· different days, · The results are then combined into a 
final test grade. · The degree to·. which this grade will be reflected in 
the grade given for the course ls left up to the teachers. 
The School Board is opposed to long examination periods as 
they do not feel it desirable to up~~,t~lthe daily schedule. . In regard to 
whether Thomas Jefferson stUdents are adequately prepared for the 
two and three hour examinatfons given in c.ollege, the records·indi• · 
cate that they do well d~spite .not having experience with long exami-
nation periods• 8 
( 
Four diplomas are granted- by Thomas Jefferson High School.· 
They are: , College Preparatory; General; Business; and Vocational. i / 
' 8inf ormation furnished by Mr. Ernest Mooney,· Jr. · 
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INDIVD>UAL DIFFERENCES 
Consistent efforts have been made to meet the individual differ• 
ences and. needs of the students attending Thomas Jefferson. As early 
' ' ' . 
as 1935, a course 1n remedial reading was introduced into the English 
•• : ! 
•' ' t ;·' 
curriculum. n was felt that a student should read at his own level and 
J • ' ! , i; 
a course evolved that aee~ed to meet the needs of the Student unpre-
• l • I I : • ,' • ~ - ~ , ' ' I I , , I i , , ~ ' ,' 1' ~ 
pared to read at the high school level. This course was then known 
'i i ·I \ .! J 1 . ' ' ; • • . • ' . I ; : ' • i I t ; ' ! ; ' • ,• i "~ ' 
as English 4-Y and came the second semester of the sophomore year. 9 
! • I ' ; : i ' + 1 . t • ' • •1 ' ~ I . . ' ! . '. ' . ~ : ' : ' •. ! ' • 4 I . . . '. ; : ' .' ( : 
In Fe"1ruary~ 1937, the addition ol English 8-Y completed the Y 
course ,of study in English. 10 At that time, approxi~ately 110 stu-
dents wer~ enrolled in the four sections of English 8-Y which included 
llteratu.re and composition. By June, 1938, two-level courses with 
' '. i • 
grouping of pupils were developed in h~tory and science • 
. · ' . ' . . - ' ' ' ' ' 
In September, 1954, a new co~se in advanced science was 
offered. The course, covering physics and chemistry, emphasized 
l ' , ' ' •. . 
their ma.thematical concents and was designed to enable science stu-
.. dents to enter special classes in college. The class was open to 
students who had completed a year of both chemistry and physics and 
. . 
969th Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools, 
1937•38, P• 38. ' . - - - .. 
, 10The Jeffersonian, February· 12. 1937. 
-
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were.taking or had taken solid geometry or .trigonometry.· .In order 
, 
that students could qualify more easily, biology was offered 1n .the • . 
' ' 
freshman year,. chemistry in the sophomore year, and physics in the 
junior year to those showing spec1d abUtty.11 
By September, 1955, Thomas Jefferson students entering the. 
University of. Virginia who had done outstanding work In advanced 
high school courses could be recommended to take sj>ecial examina• 
ttons, . These exams, if passed, would enable students to skip various 
basic college courses and receive credit. · Previously, · these students 
were able to skip the courses, but received no credit. ·The advantage 
.was that the length of time in college could thus be shortened, but 
more important the student could concentrate on an advanced and en-
riched program. This new program was the result of a two-year 
study by a joint faculty co~mittee of the University of Virginia and 
the Richmond Public Schools. The committee was divided into sub-
' \ 
'.,/'' 
committees of Science, English~ Foreign Language, History.and Mathe-
matics. · T~ program was undertaken on an experimental bas~. 12 
lllbid. , May 14, 1954; Information furnished by Mr. 'Lucien D. 
Adams 1 · Assistant SUperintendent in Charge of Instruction, Richmond 
Public Schools. , 
,l2Information furnished by Mr. Lucien D. Adams •. 
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During the 1957-58 session, the school created three college· · 
level courses• mathematics, European history, and chemistry; . The · 
chemistry class had as a.regular lecturer, Dr.: Richard M.· Irby,. a .... · 
Research Chemist with the American Tobacco Company. These cour· 
ses were ·part of the Advanced ·Placement Program of the· College : 
Entrance Examination Board. ; The Advanced Placement Program 
grew out 'of two experiments financed by the Fund for the Advancement· 
of· Education,· an independent philanthropic organization· established in 
1951 by the Ford Foundation. · .. The Advanced Placement Program ts 
offered· by the College Entrance Examination Board in the interest of 
competent students to enable them to undertake work commensurate 
with their abilities.~ Examinations are given in the spring and the 
college which the student is entering receives the school's report in 
July,~ Each college makes its own decisions concerning credit and 
advanced placement. 
At Thomas Jefferson, approximately eighty students partici-
pated in advanced placement work, and oi these, about forty took a 
' .. 
total of approximately sixty examinations in May, 1958. About hall 
did not choose to take the examinations, and of those who took them 
over one-half took more than one examination. 13 
131bld. 
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.During the summer of 1958, .a four-week.science .workshop de· 
signed t9.atd gifted students was held. \One hundred and stxty-tw~ stu-
4ents.f.rom the Richmond area atten,ded. The.program, ·the firs~ of its 
kind here, departed from usual classroom routine. Eight teachers 
guided. the activities of the students and the library was open for. 
reseafcb •. These students were recommended by science teachers in 
their schools .... A mathematics seminar, for teachers was also conduct-
ed. The no~·CI'edit programs were financed largely by Richmond 
area.businessmen. ·A committee canvassed the larger business and . 
industrial firms and raised $15,ooo. 14. 
TWELVE YEA.Jt SYSTEM 
Effective' February, 1943, the requirement for graduation \ ' y 
from htgh school was· changed from eighteen to sixteen units. This 
change put tile school in conformity with general practice in the coun• 
try. A.t least twelve rif tb0 sixteen untts were to be earned ill the 
senior high school, Students who desired to graduate with credit for 
14lbid.' 
'12 
military or' physical education were required to earn thirteen' creditS 
in senior: lllgh school. 15 Many ·continued to earn more than 'siXteen units 
in ·order to prepare .. themselves more adequately for college ·or a vo• 
cation.,· 
' ; 
, In September, 1948, the Richmond Public Schools changed to 
the twelve.-year system and tlie·entrance age to the junior primary 
was lowered to 5 years of age •. ' Th1S combination of factors mearit 
that the nornial span of public educail0n for children iri Richmond 
would extend from five through eighteen years of age, including thir· 
teen years of education. 16 
· The class enrolling· at Thomas Jefferson High School in Septem• 
ber, 1948; was the first to start with grade 9-L and to go through the 
12-H grade in order to complete the regular school course. ·.In the' 
early days, many groups stayed at Thomas Jefferson for four years .. · 
I - . 
These were groups which sts.rted in grade eight and graduated at the 
end of the eleventh year.. 1n the 1936-37 session, the jUnior high 
school was set up as an independent school and thereafter, eighth 
" 
, 1574th Arinual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools, 
-· -.......- -
1942-43, p. 34. 
1679th Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Scllools, 




grade. work was ,taken at a Junior high;schooL · Despite.~ ,addition of 
·a new.class, Thoma~_ Jefferson stm housed only three. classes until . 
1951 •. ,Untll 1951, one class was always missing as.follows: . , 




· · Freshnian~· Junior and Senior 
Freshman, Sophomore ~d Senior 
Freshman. aophoniore and Junior ' 
Sophomore, Junior. and Senior · • 
students reaching. the ninth grade in 1951 were scheduled to remain in 
the junior blgh school, which by that time woul~ be better prepared to 
accommodate them. Binford, . Chandler, and by 1946, Albert H. Hill 
Junior High Schools retained the ninth grade, but because of insuffi-
cient space, Westhampton continued to.send its ninth.grade students 
to Thomas Jefferson. 
Thomas Jefferson's first class to graduate under the twelve• 
. ' .. . . . '~ . 
year- plan held commencement exerc~ses in the Mosque on June 16, 
: . . , 
\.) 1952. Two hundred and seventy-t:hree graduates ~ece,ive~ ,diplomas. 
Preparatory to the initiation of the twelve year pl~,. the cur• 
rlculum was studied and revised 1.UJ.der the guidance of th~ Division 
of Instruction. The reviSed course of study, including provision for 
the additional year of school, was made available to teachers in 
September, 1947. Teachers, therefore, had an opportuntty to sug-
gest changes and improvements as the result of a year's use of the 
materials. ·Their suggestions were tabulated and a special 
'14 
committee .working during the. summer put the recommendations· into · 
1'1 usable form. , . , 
' ' ' . " 
ELIMINATION OF MID-YEAR PROMOTIONS 
; ) . 
In Ma.Yi 1958, the Richmond School Board voted· to eliminate\.· 
mid· year promotions. This WU recommended; to allow for a continu-
ous one-year pr.ogram and because it.Would cut down on a number of 
small uneconomical classes. :fupils in the jwlior and senior classes · 
will be allowed to take additional classes and to go to summer school 
to catch up,· but will not be required to do so. High schools will have 
some mid-year students for the next few years, therefore, until the 
present student body is worked out of the high school. 18 
At the same time, the Board took under consideration the es-
tablishment of a five-year program reqlliring twenty-three Carnegie 
Units for graduation. Recommendations are· that the eighth gr8.de 
become an integral part of the high school and that 16 credits, ·ex-
clusive .of physical education, be acquired during the last four years. 
of ~h sch<>OJ..· If approved, the plan at first will involve only the 
: ; 
1779th Annual Report~~ Superintendent~ Public_ Schools, 
1947-48, p. il. ' 
18InformS.tion furnished by Mr. Lucien D. Adams. 
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students entering the eighth grade. Those already in high school will 
. i..'; 
not be affected. Three programs are set in the recommendations: a 
. . 
ge,neral course, college preparatory course, and a business education 
course. ' While each program is designed for cer:tahl groups of stu-
dents, each program would also have provisions for grouping students 
in subje~ts on the. basis of ability,. interest, and effort 19 · 
GUIDANCE PROGRAM 
. • • . ! ' • • 
While Thomas Jefferson's Guidance Department was officially 
started in September, 1934, many gU.idrulce activities ~ere' included 
in the school's program.from the time it opened. For some time, 
guidance 'bad been hailed as the next great movement or secondary 
. ' . . . 
education~ The pupils in Richmond secondary schools then changed 
home 'rooms 'each term.- A faculty committee at Thonia.S Jefferson 
recommended that pupils stay with' the same' home room group and tea· 
che~ throughout high school. . This plan was put into effect and home 
room teachers served as 'advisers to their groups and 'helped them to 
plan' their programs. They also filled out class scheduies and assigned 
pupils to classes. In September, 1934, .l\<Iiss Bes.sie Motley w~ 
191b1d. . 
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appointed as·the school*s first educational and vocational guidance:., ,· 
teacher ·to, coordinate and enlarge the guidance program. 2~ Tile pro-
gram was largely college guidance at that time, although other fields· 
were added later. • 1. 
· At·fil"st, ·Miss Motley devoted Only part time to her guidance 
duties and continued to teach history.··, She had no office, simply a 
desk in the principal' s office. In 1936, she became a full•time coun-
selor, and :Miss Mary Jordan, in addition to teaching mathematics, 
began working with her on placement. The guidance services grew so 
rapidly that the ·office was changed and Miss Motley moved into .the · 
teachers' room and Mrs. Mozelle Bennett, another mathematics 
teacher, Joined Miss Jordan 1n Room 233~ Miss Clara Norfleet joined 
the staff as visiting teacher. 
Partitions were erected in Room 212 to house all the guidance 
staff during the summer of 1945, and in 1951 Miss Bram? became a 
full-time counselor when lV.J.ss Motley retired. 
The first year the guidance program operated, December 10 ... 
. . 
14 wa.a set aside as "Guidance ·week. " Special efforts were made 
during that time ~o give students available inf ormat~on concerning 
educational and occupational opportunities. The library featured, 
20Jnformation furnished by Mr. Roland Galvin. 




bulletins dealing with specific occupations, books of generalinforma-
t1on and books of fiction dealing with· occupational life·. · · Jii addition, · 
· the guidance counselor had new college catalogues on display for in-
spection. Speakers from several local colleges and industrial· con-
cerns gave brief talks. As a follow-up to this week-long program, 
a vocatioruil guidance questionnaire was distributed. to inenibers of 
the junior and senior classes. The tabulated results. showed that only 
four of the respondents mentioned the skilled trades~ · · 
In February, 1936, Thomas Jefferson's first handbook "The Jn-
. terpreter, " was prepared and was distributed by the student Partici-
pation ASsociation the first of April. Its purpose was to help inform 
new students, help those already in the school, and give general infor-
mation which all students should have. 
In 1941, the Guidance Department undertook a systematic study 
of pupils and gathering of information necessary to place graduates 
in business successfully. 
The first College Dny at Thomas Jefferson was held October 27, 
- ' 
1950 to help students with their educational planning. 21 The Gui-
dance Department invited representatives of colleges and junior col· 
leges to set up exhibit booths, giving information concerning their 
2lThe Jeffersonian, October 19, 1950. 
-
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respective iristitutions •. Abaut sixty colleges participated; and:both' .· 
college representatives and school officials felt the program was suc-
cessful. •·It has been repeated· each year· since then. · 
STUDENT AC'J:'IVITIE.S PROGRAM . 
The student activities program at Thomas Jeffe~son d~veloped 
·' . 
r ~ :. ; ~· ~ • • ' ' ' . 
rapidly, and athletic teams, clubs, literary, musical, and dramatic 
.P ' 
' ;% 
organizations .quickly sprang intO 'bemg •. One. reason for' this growth 
, '/ ' . 
undoubtedly stems from tha fact that Thomas Jefferson was established 




First to appear was the football team. Pupils bought their own 
unif or,ms the first year except for jerseys, which were furnished by 
the school. The first year, the team lost by a 7-6 score to John 
Marshall, with Wilson Black scoring Thomas Jeff er son's first touch-
down against the other school. The football team was soon followed \ 
by basketball and baseball.teams •. By.the second term of operation; 
in 1931-32, there were three' football teams, five basketball teams, 
and one baseball team. Gir Is9 athletics were included from the start 
and hockey, basketball; tennis and softball were popular.· The policy 
'19 
of the Athletic Committee was to interest a large number of students in 
sports rather than trying to develop one highly trained group. In Nov• 
ember, 1935, the football team brought the City Championship Cup to 
Thomas Jefferson for the first time. 22 By a vote of the students and V 
faculty, Crimson and White were selected as school colors. The 
basketball team first won a city championship on February 28, 1934 
by defeating John Marshall 26-24. 23 The boys were also outstanding 
in golf during the 1930' s and participated in several tournaments. 
Since 1942, the boys' tennis teams have achieved promlnenc~. 
Clubs 
By February, 1931, thirteen social clubs, three for boys and 
ten for girls were organized, each sponsored by a member of the 
faculty. 24 In addition, there were several clubs formed for special 
activities. When school opened in September, 1931, Miss Marjorie 
Goodwyn was appointed supervisor and director of all school clubs 
by Mr. Shawen. 
22Ibtd., December 13, 1935. 
23Ibid. , March 9, 1934. 
-
2462nd Annual Report .. ~·!!!! SUperlntendent ~Public Schools, 
1930-31, p. 55. 
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In October, 1931, a club council was organized to stabWze and . 
improve the management of the clubs. 25: The council, set rule~ go:vern• 
ing the bidding, dates for securing new members, and the ellglbWty 
of new members •. 
In a report in June, 19321 Mr. Shawen stated, ."I have ~t. 
reached the conclusion that such. clubs have no place 1n the mp SchooL 
Clubs formed for special acUvities. such as the Dramatic Club, Com• .. 
mercial Club, Glee Club, Monogram Club, Science Club, etc. , ar~ 
very desirable.026 \ ' ' 
\) 
In the Fall of 1933, Mr. Shawen announced that social clubs at 
......... ' .. , ...... ··~· ~~ 
Thomas Jefferson would be abolished. His reasons were that they 
made no real contribution, they were undemocratic. and their functions 
could be better carried on outside the school, 27 No social clubs have 
been sponsored by nor recognized by the school since that time, A 
number of secret soror1Ues came Into being but these groups were · 
. careful .to include at least one. member from another school so that 
they could not be. brought within the school's jurlsdicUon. While the 
· 25Ttie Jeffersonian, October 30, 1931. 
2663rd·Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools, 
- ................ ..... 
1931·32, p. 58. 





school actively opposes such groups,· there are some sororiUes in 
existence at the present Ume~ Many students· belong to outside' social 
groups ·and ;clubs so it ls difficult to define which are and which· are not 
· funcUoning 1n opposition to school policy.; ·EducaUonalclubs are en•. 
couraged as it·· is believed that they make a worthwhile ·contribution to 
the educational program. other grou.pS such as·the W•Y are also" 
considered desirable. 
StUdent Patttcipation 
'Thomas Jefferson High School has Student Participation 1n 
School Government, rather than Student Government. As early as 
1931~ students were given a part 1n home room government •. 28 Early 
in the Fall of 1934, a committee was· appointed to study the topic, . 
"The· Right Kind of Sch~l Control and How To Obtain n. " This was 
· done with a view to cultivating a plan for student participation in · 
school· management. 
Later that Fall, the Student Partlcipatlon Association was born 
when three teachers, Miss Ruth Wilson, Miss Harriet Snow, and 
Mr. Clyde Fortna called a meeting of the Sentor Class members. 
Miss Harriet Snow was the first sponsor. A committee was formed 
281bld., November 13,· 1931. 
-
to. investigate other student organizations. · This council drew up a 
constitution and committees were ·appointed. 
82 
· · . The first of these committees was the group handling the recep•. 
tion desk. This was followed by honor .studies and then by office aides. 
In 1935, the first election was held, and on October 8,· 1935, the·.• 
officers, senate,·and representatives. of.the student Participation··· 
movement were installed. 29 William Remlne was the first president. 
In the ensuing two years, an honor campaign was started as was 
cafeteria control, ·a band.book was introduced, and the point system 
was started. 
At the present Ume, the Senate,· which ts the highest governing 
body of the student Participation Association,· bas twenty.:.nve• mem- . 
bers. It is composed of the presidents of each of the f Olir classes, · 
together with five senato~s each from the sophomore, junior~ and . 
senior classes and one from the freshman class. The five ·officers 
of the student Participation Association, elected by the student body, 
are also members of the Senate. 30 . ' ~ 
The student Participation Association ts a member of these 
organizations: . Richmond Dtstrict Student Cooperative Association; 
29D:>id. , September 27, 1935. 
-
30Jnformation furnished by Mrs. Katherine Tompkins. 
Brumble, Student Participation Sponsor, Thomas Jefferson High ScbooL 
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City; Federation Of student Councnsr State student Cooperative Associa .. 
Uon; 'and the· Southern Assoclation ·of stUdent Councils. Representatives, 
selected by tbe Senate; are sent to the ·meetings of these: organizations 
each year.. ··, · · .. 
Since Thomas Jei"ferson has student participation rather than · 
student government, the Senate ts' not empowered to make laws1··but 
rather acts in m1 advisory manner: to ·the· administration by makblg . · 
suggestlona.·· Where practicable and feasible,· these ·are usually approv-
ed .. 
· The first plans for a point system were presented in May, 193'1 
at a teachers' meeting by David Kjellstrom, then President of ~the 
Student: Participation Association. ·All extra-curricular- activities 
were· arranged in four groups, based upon service to the school and 
Ume required.· · 
The point system underwent· a major revision early in 1946 
after a full year of study by the student Participation: sponsors and ' 
students. 'Activities of students were •evaluated in accordance with 
the importance of the positions they held and with the number. of hours 
of work required to perform these duties eff lciently. Quality of ser• 
vice as well as the number of hours given would thereafter deter• 
mine the number of points a student would receive. Grades of A, 
B, and C rate the quality of the work done by a student. The rating 
Is done by the sponsor of each activity With the grade renecttng the 
quality of the work done as well as the number of activity points ac-
quired. A student can receive only two grades of C and still earn a 
student participation certW.cate. 31 
In December, 1956, ·the Senate and the Character Committee · 
voted to establish an Honor Council. The Council was composed of 
the Honor Study Chairman, Character Committee Chairman, and two 
juniors and two sophomores to be chosen by the steering Committee. 
The student Participation President and the sponsor were designated 
as ex•offlclo members. This is an experimental program and the 
., 
comicil does not pass on any cases nor do names of students come 
before tt. Disclpline problems are handled by the Assistant Princl· 
pal, Ernest Mooney, Jr. Students are requested to sign the honor 
code when they arrive at Thomas Jefferson but are not required to do 
so. Most students do sign. For any v1o1atton of the honor code, such 
as lying, cheating, or stealing, the student's honor card will be taken 
away. Each card ts numbered and the Honor Council makes its recom-
mendations on each case by number and not bJ name~ . A student must 




stated, once.it has been taken away •. 32 
School'. Publications 
The Jeffersonian.. Less than, six months after the school opened, 
the first issue of Thomas Jefferson's. official newspaper The Jeff er•; 
sonian made its appearance on Friday, February 1a, 1931'. 33 .staff 
members;for the bi-weekly paper were chosen by Miss Lucy Hender-
son, then faculty_ adviser, on the basis of stories submitted.. The 
first page was. nine by thirteen inches· and was supervised by Robert 
Grantham,. News. Editor. Virgtnta Baker (later Mrs •. ~.A. Kil· 
patrick), Edltor•in·Chief, supervised the entire paper of four·pages. 
The staff often· worked on Saturday mornings. At first, .. there were. 
468 subscribers who paid fifty cents each. By March,. 1933, ·there 
were 950 subscribers. 
The first issue of •'The Jeffersonianette" appeared April 28, 
1933. This was a small mimeographed paper that could be called a 
"Depression Paper. ,. When the American Bank failed, the paper's 
funds were lost. Mr. w. Roland Galvin,· the paper's Business 
32Information furnished by Mr. Ernest w. Mooney, Jr. 
33~ Jeffersonian, February 13, 1931. 
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Adviser., bad one hundred and twenty-five dollars of the paper'• money ·· 
ready to deposit, but when he arrived at the bank, it was closed. 
In order to keep going, the best solution seemed to be .a mimeographed 
. . . 
paper JU1d the money Mr. Galvin had been unable to deposit was used 
to purchase materlals and carry out the paper's obUgaUons·to pupils 
and adve~ers. By October., · 1933, the regular Jeffersonian copy 
was again being issued. 
Almost fifteen years to the day after the first edition of· The 
-
Jeffersonian was published, a. new format appeared on February 15, . 
1946. Thls was a six-page, five-column edition printed on: book · 
paper~ !!!!, Jeffersonian has consistently won honors, of.which some \ 
of the first ·were: 
· ·All American Rating, National Scholastic Press Association, 
1995~43 • 1944-47; Pacemaker, National Scho~tlc Press 
Association, 193'1 
Honor Rattug, Southern Interscholastic Press Assoclatlon, ·. · 
: 1934-41 .. 194'1 
International Honor Rating, Quill· and Scroll, .193'1-~ .... 1947 
. Medalist,.· Columbia Scholastic Press Association• 1943, 
194'.6 ... 4·7 
The paper has conttnued to achieve honors each succeeding year. 
,·_ . : ' 
The Monticello. Thomas Jefferson's first graduating claSs was 
advised that annuals were outdated. However, lt was f1nally agreed 
that they could have an annual provided they could prove their ablllty 
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to finance one. On March 23, 1932, members of the senior _class \IDder-
took the task of· collecting one hundred dollars before.the close. of". 
school~ ·They succeeded in collecting ·more than sixty dollar$, .and the. 
remainder· was pledged. 3~ .Wlththe'.assistance of Miss ·Eunice Gm,.· 
the· senior class adviser, and .Whittet and Shepperson Printing Com-. : 
pany, ·a staff·of· eleven students completed the.first Monticello, which 
went to press ,April 22 of that year. Forty-eight pages in length; the 
first.· issue. was· hardly more than· a senior. class year-book": . Pictures 
of all the school staff, senior class members and staff were included, 
as well as pictures and write-up of each social club represented 1n 
the school.· .. 
. . The following year ~ Monticello was enlarged and a number 
of ads were secured.· ·The money was placed in the American Bank ,' 
which a short time later failed. ·Like the Jeffersoniant The. Monticello 
' ' l • 
had to start over again. 
The business and literary staffs of the Monticello have grown 
. substantially with a corresponding growth in the circulation and bud· 
get of the. publication. · 
The Monticello has received top honors.from the Southern Inter-
. · scholastic Press Association, the Columbia School Press Association, · 
34 Ibid. , March 31, 1932.· 
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and the National Scholastic Press Association. 
The Declaration. The first issue of the' school's literary maga-
zine came out in. January, 1939 with sixteen pages. It was published · 
chiefly by the members of the Writel"'s' Club. The articles consisted 
of short stories, poems, book reviews,· compositions, and jokes.- The 
second issue was published that ·May and had twenty pages, , a $tiff . 
cover, and contained illustrations. It was proposed· to publish two 
•. ·'I 
issues of the magazine each year .. one in January and one in lV!ay. , 
Like the other Thomas Jefferson publlcations, The Declaration 
has achieved honors consistently in the various Scholastic ·Press, 
Associations• competitions. 
Music, Drama, ·and Speech Activities ' ; \ 
Tile growth of the Music Department has paralleled the growth v 
of the school. The first band was o~ganized, with Miss Eunice Gill 
as sponsor, during the first year. The band clad in red and white 
uniforms marched for the first time in the Columbus Day Parade on 
October 12, 1934. In 1942, when the cadet corps was organized, the 
cadets took over the band. Both the band and the orchestra have re- · . 
ceived superior ratings, according to Frank Wendt, music director, . 
·. 89 
. , ' . , 35' •. , . ' . ' 
. since 1935'; .• • · The band is composed of brass instrUD.lents, ·woodwinds, 
. and drums~ \Vhile· tlie' orchestra has 'stringed lilstrumen~~ '' :·, ;. ' ; ' . 
· 'l'he vocal department ·ha8 aJ.801 eipanded.' In'the"school's infancy, 
one inStructor divided her tinie ·~tWeen ·Thoma.S Jeffetson ·and Johll · 
Marshan, since few students were "enrolled. Alton Howell, the pre-
sent choir director, haS a full thne schedule and a J.a:rge number of 
students. ' · ' 
· 'The Civil Works Administration helped the Music Department 
when, in the Fall of 1933, it provided for seven part-time· teachers to 
instruct student& in the use 'of inStrumentsfor the band and for. the or-
chestr~: This was· a part of the government program for the• relief of 
unemployed teachers. The band and orchestra started to receive more 
credit and for. 2·1/2 periods a week, students received one point a year. 
'Amortg the first ci~s formed when the school opened were the 
Dramatic Club, Girls' Glee Club, Boys' Glee Club and School·Or• 
chestra. 
During· the first year; only one pay entertainment, a variety 
show, was given. This program was presented cooperatively by the 
Dramatic Cltlb,' :Wusic Department, and Physical· Education Department 
35 . 
Ibid. , November 19, 1954. 
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on December 12, 1930. 36 
At Thanksgiving a pageant, "Greek Festival of the Harvest," was 
presented and at Christmas, a play entitled "Christmas In Song and 
story," was given. On May 8, 1931, the school's first May Day Pro-
gram .was held in Sauer's Gardens. 
·.The following year, the school's first operetta, "Oh DoctorJ'' 
was given under the direction of Mr. Walter Mercer, Miss Lucy Hen-
derson, and Miss Josephine Talley, with a cast of 110. ·· .. Over 1800 
attended the performance presented on May 5 and 6, 1932~ in the : 
school auditorium. 37 The cost of the operetta was approximately 
four hundred and fifty dollars leaving about four hundred dollars pro-
fit. This money was used for .. stage scenery, musical instruments 
for the orchestra, pictures for the building, special books· for the . 
library, and aid to deserving students in financial distress. 38 . The 
Dramatic Club gave a one•act play in the Dramatic Tournament~ at the 
College of William and Mary.on:Aprll 22 of the same year. 
SG62nd Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools, 
- ...-.- -
1930•31,, p. 56. ' 
3763rd Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools, 
___.. -- -
1931·32, p. 38 • 
. 38The, Jeffersonian, May 12, .1932. 
-----
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For several.years after the. school first opened, members ·of ·the 
faculty presented faculty plays, . These were very popular and the pro• 
ceeds were ·used w sponsor· various student .activities. 
Cadet Corps 
As early as 1932, the Director of mgh and Junior High Schools, 
. !' 
J, c. Harwood, recommended, "that military training be added to 
the curriculum at Thomas Jefferson. 039 However, .the cadet·corps·· ., 
was not organized unUl the 1942-43 session. Mr. Clyde Ratcliffe, 
Jr. , then a member of the Richmond School Board, sponsored the re• I 
solution which created the corps. 40 . In appreciation of his efforts• a 
picture of the cadet corps was presented to Mr. Ratcliffe by the corps 
in October, 1943 Inscribed • "To Clyde Ratcliffe, Father of the Thom-
as Jefferson Cadet Corp~. " 
The first Commandant was Bernard M. Dabney, Jr .• :• a Captain 
in the Flying Corps, Virginia Protective Force, His prevtous milt-. 
tary experience included four years with the John Marshall Cadet ,· 
39~ Annual Report ~ !!!! SuJ>!rintendent ~ Public. Schools, 
1931-32, p. 48. 
40The Jeffersonian, October 15, 1943. 
-----
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Corps and five years with Battery A, 11th Field Artillery of the Vir-
glnia National Guard. 41 
While most school eadet corps were stressing equipping boys 
for entry into the regular army, the Thomas Jefferson Corps empbasi• 
zed instructions 1n aviation, which would flt them for the United states 
Air Corps. As originally organized, the Corps bad the staff, Band, 
and Companies A, B, C, D, E, and F. 42 Approximately 400 boys 
joined the corps the first year and distinctive uniforms were selected. 
There was some confusion at first as to whether or not girls could 
stay 1n the band as cadets. The School Board decided that when the 
band marched In the regular red and white uniforms, the girls could 
be included,· but not when the band marched in cadet uniforms •. ·. Any 
properly qua.lilied student could take band instruction at the =egular 
period, but in full dress_ parades, only members of the cadet corps 
could participate and all cadets were required to wear standard cadet 
uniforms. 43 Since almost all who played band Instruments Joined the J 
cadet corps, there was no problem and the band has been a part of 
the Thomas Jefferson High School Cadet Corps since that time. 
411bid., September 28, 1942. 
421bld. 
43school Board Minutes, September 25, 1942. 
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In October_. 1942, barely a month after its orge.nization, . the · 
Cadet Honor· Court was established for the discipline of boys in the · . 
corps., ·Members of the Court studied an army manual called, '.'A· 
Manual of· Military Courts Martial. ,,4~ · , . : . . · · 
· · · : ·The· following year1 tn September, 19431 the corps acquired a : 
new Commandant, ·Captain Leslie: Cardona. 45 : ~/ ·.:. . · i .... · : ·., , .. 
. In September, 1945, when the number of cadets· in the··corps drop. 
ped from ·400 to 300 men, ·Captain Cardona allowed the companies to 
draw lots to see which company would be disbanded..: The lot fell to 
Company· E. 4~ ·In May,. 1947, the government inspectors recom• . ·· 
mended ·the· name E Company be revived, and the following :September 
E Company, made up almost entirely· of recruits, was ·reinstated into 
the·· corps. · · 
· . The·corps receive~ a new Commandant in September; ·1946, 
Colonel Catlin E. Tyler. Before World War JI, Colonel Tyler taught 
at East End Junior mgh School. ·Dur~ the war; he ·was •Chief, ·· · · 
Security and Intelligence Officer of the Northwest Service :Command . 
in Alaska and Yukon. Later he ·was head of G-2 Intelligence on 
44The Jeffersonian, October, 16, 1942. 
-45 ' Ibid., October 1, 1943. 
'46 . 
Ibid. , September 26, .1947. 
-· 
Ori General MacArthur' S staff in the Pa.Cific Theater;. 47 :_ . 
· · Until 1946; ·the cadets owned no overcoats~ However ... during the 
Governor's Inauguration Parade in January, 1946, the cadet corps·. 
throughout-the city had to stand for.hours in rain, snow; and sleet. 
Much illness resulted and public indignation ran so high that ·the ·Rich• 
-




\/ Over sixteen•thousand dollars was contributed by the citizens of Rich•· 
mond, and coats were bought for the city's cadet corps. 
Lieutenant Colonel Oswald Linck became Corps Commandant in 
September,: 1956~ 48 Under his guidance,, the corps mderwent a major 
reorganization,· and was converted from six to three companies and· 
from a one-platoon to a two platoon organization in September, ·1957·.49 
This change was made because a· drop in the number of men !n the 
corps no1onger made s~ companies necessary• When the corps was 
first organized,· World Warn was in•progress and· many boys joined 
In order to pin; some mllitiuj training. · After the ·war,· there ·-was · 
naturally diminished interest in such training. Although·the·number 
: . '1' 
471bid., October 4, 1946. 
481bid., September 28, 1956 .. 




of men in each company dropped,· the same number .. of. officers were 
required •. This led to the reorganization in September, 195'1 •. :· A two. 
platoon system was inaugurated because with more men concentrated 
in the three remaining companies,: one. platoon was unbalanced,. and the 
two platoons were considered more mWtary•like. The corps, as now 
organized, is comprised of the Staff, Band, and Companies A, B, and .. 
c. 
War Efforts. 
October 16, 1940 had a sobering effect on many Thomas Jeffer-
son students. School was open but there were no classes - tt was Con-
scription Day and the faculty was involved in· helping register for the 
draft • 
. During the war, students bought defense stamps, participated 
in first aid c0urses and took part in air raid drills. Several major 
projects for the defense effort were undertaken. Among thes.e were 
drives to raise funds with which to purchase reconnaissance cars 
v ("jeeps").. In one year alone, eleven were purchased• five in the 
Spring of 1943 and six in December, 1943. Pupils and teachers 
assisted with the issuing of food rationing books and gasoline ·ration-. 
Ing books. Mathematics classes figured the amount of oil to be 
c' 
allocated to people based on questionnaires the applicants had filed 
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in, and .faculty and pupil committees issued oil rattori books, .60 
: . Sixty-one known students from. Thomas Jefferson .gave·their lives 
in World War IL One graduate; James Monteith, was awarded the 
Congressional Medal of Honor posthumously,, An American Legion 
Post 1n Richmond bas been named after himo. 
A.number of faculty members served in the armed:forces during 
World War IL Among these were M.r. William Berry; Mr. Roy Puckett, 
Mr, \Vatklns Fugate, Mr, James strong, Mr. John Clark, Mr, Clinton 
Jones, Mr~ Eugene Higgins, and Mr. Raphael Jeminez. All came 
through safely,. but Mr. Puckett was the only one who returned to 
teach at Thomas Jefferson. ·Mr, Higgins and Mr. Jones returned to 
other positions in the school system, · Fontaine Armistead, ·a former 
physics teacher, worked on the Manhattan Project; also known as the 
"Atom Bomb Project."· Dr. Armistead is the scientist who eXplained 
the atom bomb to congressmen at the close of World War ·ll. He is 
now director of the Virginia Institute for Scientific Research. : · · 
Exc~e Students · 
. Early in 1956, the students undertook raising one thousand 
dollars to sponsor a foreign student at the school the next school year.; 
501ntormatlon furnished by Mr,· W. Roland Galvtll. 
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They used as their slogan, "Share the Fare. " Thomas J0fierson was 
the first school in the Richmond area to initiate such a program. . Un-
limited shares were sold to clubs, students' fam•lies, and various 
other orgilnizations. Of the one thousand dollars, six hundred and 
fifty dollars was budgeted for the exchange student and the remamder 
set aside towards a fund to send a Thomas Jefferson student to Europe 
at some future date. 
Under the plan, the American Field Service in New York would 
select a student who would come to Richmond, live for the entire 
school year in a Thomas Jefferson student's home, and become a part 
of the family and the community. 51 ' 
.After' competitive examinations in both German and English, 
Sabine Kleinbeck of Trossinger, Germany was the student ct.osen to 
study here. She lived ~th the family of I\!argaret McFee, a Thomas V 
Jefferson student. 52 
During that winter •. twenty-five Thomas J~erson stUdents applied 
to the Board of Coordination to be considered as Thomas Jefferson's 
student who would visit Europe. Those chosen and Thomas Jeffer-
son' a first.American Field Service summer exchange students, were 
51The Jeffersonian, March 2, 1956. 
52n,,td. , September 28, 1956. 
-
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Mar~et McFee, Larry Reed; and Emory Thomas. They spen~ tw() 
months llvtng in Europe during the summer of 1957 •. 
nuring the winter of 195'7·58, a"Keep the Beep'.' drive ralsed 
funds to sponsor another foreign exchange student at .• Thomas Jefferson 
1n 1958•59. Again the surplus would be utilized to send a Thomas 
Jefferson student, or students, to Europe. 
SUMMARY 
AlthoUgh in the pre-planning stages! it was felt that Thomas 
• ' ' ' . ', I . I 
Jeffe'rson wouid become a college-preparatory high school~ popu-
/ 
lation shifts prevented this• and the. courses eventually· offered ~ere \ ( 
~ .. 
those of a comprehensive high schooL ·.Effort& ilave been'rnaC:ie:to 
' ' ' • • • ~ I ' 1 ' : i . t ~ ! ! ; : 
adapt the 'ciirriculum to the needs Of the students as evidenced by 
the. addition .of diversified oecupatiolis, establishment of tile .. cadet 
' ' 
corps~ and the Offering of special subjects during the war years. Ef· 
forts have 'been made to meet illdividual differences tbr0ugh X and Y 
level courses,' and the establishment of college-level COUrses, after-
school claSses, 8.nd eummer workshops. 
. . .. •'.i. : ',• 
'Ill 1948~ the twelve year plan was inaugurated.:. rrew.f0ars 
later, in May, •l958, the Richmond School Board voted to eliminate 
mid-year promotions. 
The guidance program and tha student 11ctivities program were 
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started early at Thomas J~erson and their growth and development 
parallel the growth' and d~vel0pment' Of 'tt1e school. ' : 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND. CONCLUSIONS 
: ; ' 
The study of any school cannot be considered ~~par~tely from 
I ' • • ., • ' 
the commUnity it will serve.: Changes in the ecology of Richmond, 
an expandhlg population,. and overcrowded condition$' at John Marshall 
' , : '• '. • ' ~ • J , I f ' I ' 
High School brought about the need for Thomas Jefferson lligh SchooL 
' . . . 
The school• s growth has been closely allied with the groWth ·of Hie 
western section of the city and its contiguous areas -~ Ginter Park 
on the Nortbside and the Forest Hill· Westover Bills section of South 
Richmond. 
JD. ~dition to the expanding school population and the geographic 
expansion of the city westward, other factors were involved in bring-
ing about the 'need for this schooL Secondary education wa.8 becom• 
ing both the popular and .the accepted pattern at that time. Not only 
were more' ·students coming into the high school organization, but 
they were remaining to graduate. 
· .· ·An expanding population, an expanding economy, improV'ed 
methods Of transi>ortation, · and an enriched program «1 education all 
combined to.increase the enrollment in the city schools, including 
Thomas Jefferson High SchooL Other factors which affected enroll· 
ment at Thomas Jefferson were the depression· of the ·193o•s, a de-
., 
clinlng birth rate in the 1930's, annexation, and World War IL 
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The school staff has made valuable contributions to the school• s 
growth and development. · Paradoxically, some of the early problems 
at the school arQse in the areas of organization and personnel. ,\.,-
In the pre•planning stages, it was anticipated that Thomas, Jeff-
erson would be a college-preparatory high school. Population shUts 
prevented this from happening, hQwever, Efforts have been made to 
meet the needs of the students through the curriculum and the. student 
activities program .. 
Major educational trends were incorporated into the. educational 
pattern at Thomas Jefferson High School at an early stage and parallel 
the gtowth of the schooL These.trends, with the regular·school pro-
gram, have been utilized to foster the aim of the school, which is 
to serve ,the youth of the community and to prepare them for effective 
citizenship in a democracy. ; ' 
Growth, changes, and population trends in adjacent suburban 
areas eventually affect the educational pattern, and must be consider ... 
ed in planning for new educational plants, if they are to approach 
maximal efficiency. Adequate planning assures the best use of com-
munity resources, and while planning is prospective and proceeds 
from the present to tlle future, . much oI value ls learned by studying 
the past. By tracing lines of development and past trends of events, · 
facts, and attitudes, it is possible to predict, and to an extent to 
'. c_::.: ~·': ... 
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control the development and growth of future secondary schools in · -
Richmond-and its metropolitan area. · While the facilities planned for 
Thomas Jefferson High School seemed adequate at that time,.-the 
possibilities· of a continued population expansion, an expanded school 
program;, and· annexation were not· considered sufficiently. The lack 
of facilities for industrial arts has been a decided handicap. ·Planning 
should not stop at physical facilities,. however. Adequate planriing · 
must also be done in the areas of administrative organization, per• 
sonnel1 and program. 
In action taken on June 27, 1958, the Hegional Planning Com• 
mis&ion voted to retain the Public Service Administration of Chicago 
for a full-scale study of :neb:opolltan area problems. Such a study 
ls indicative of changing public opinion. The rapidly expanding 
population in this area~ brought about the realization that the pro-
blems facing this area a.re regional ones that can be met best by 
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&!arlon Noonan :Moody, tbe daughter of Ivlr. and Mrs. Joseph 
Edward Noonan of Walpole, N..assachusetts, was born in M.anslleld, 
Massachusetts June 2, 1921. She graduated from Walpole B1gh School 
ln June, 1938 and entered Richmond Prolesslonal Institute of the College 
of William and 1'fary the following September. 
She married \I/Um.er !Aooc.ly of Richmond, Vlrglnla in January, 
1941. They have two sons, John Robert, born Febl'11817 6, 1942, 
who !s a student at Thomas Jefferson Btgh School, and Richard, born 
JulJ 16, 1'M5, who ts a student at Albert IL Hill Jmtlor High School. 
Ia September, 1952, the author returned to Richmond Profess-
ional Institute and obtained her· degree, Bachelor of Science in Social 
Science, tn June, 1954. 
She bas been associated with the City of Rlcbmond Department 
of Recreatton and Parks stnce April, 1948, and for the past &11; 1ears 
has been SUpervlsor of the Division of Playgroande and Centers. 
She baa been enrolled tn the University of Richmond since the 
Fall cf 1955 In pursuit of the degree, 'Master of Science tn Education. 
APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
THOMAS JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL· 
PHILOSOPHY 
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. ' . . 
The philosophy of this school may be well expressed by the lm· 
pllcationa of the school pledge·, which reads: · t•we piedge allegiance to 
Thomas Jefferson High School and to the ideals for which it stands: 
' '' 
honesty, courtesy, self-control, cooperation, and obedience to 
• < ' • I, 
authority, with kindness and justice to all. " 
We believe that these attributes should be the goal as we develop 
a program which will enable the youth of our school 
To acquire the knowledge and appreciations requisite 
for responsible citizenship 
To think logically, comprehensively, and without pre-
judice 
To realize the satisfaction of the mastery of a difficult 
assignment 
To understand and practice the rules of sound mental 
and physical health 
To adjust themselves to many personalities 
~, 
To adhere to high moral standards 
To enter upon a spiritual and cultural growth which 
will help them adjust their lives to an ever widening, . 
complex society. 
It is our aim to accomplish these goals through 
The program of studies and offerings which aim to 
meet both the individual and common needs of ·the 
·pupils entering this school 
The direction of the individual differences of the 
pupils by means of t1_1e guidance services . 
. ; . ' . - . ,/ . ' ' '. ... ''•'' 
TJle participation of many students in the activities 
~ ' • • I ' ' , ,' • • 
program. 
' ' ' 
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Finally, our hope for all boys and girls who enter our school ts 
' ' 
embodied in the inscription upon the entrance "To enable every man 
to judge for himself what will secure or endanger his freedom. " 
110 
APPENDIX B . I 
RICHMOND SCHOOL ·BOARD. MEMBERS 
. ' 
.1928·1930 
' . . ' 
Elected.in pursuance of Becl.ton 2, 7-A of the City Cbar'ter.1 for 
the term beginiifug July 1, i928 and eluitng June 30, '1930, the follow-
ing members of the City School Board:· 
~ . ' . ' ' ; ' 
Mr. w •. F. Bryce 
Mr. Charles J. Billups 
Dr. Ramon D. Garcln 
Mr. R. Lee Peters 
Mrs. Mary c. B, Munford 
Dr. R. w. Miller 
Mr. Ernest Long· 
Mr. Henry E. ·Litchford 
Dr. Clifton M. Miller 
I. 
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Thomas Jefferson High School Is Located 
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APPENDIXF 114 
ISSUED JANUARY 1958 CURRICULA OF THOMAS JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL ISSUED JANUARY 1958 
COURSES OFFERED 9th Grade 10th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade 
Units Required* Fr.eshman Year Sophomore Year Junior Year Senior Year 
English *English 1-2 *English 3-4 *English 5-6 *English 7-8 
4 Units Required* Dramatics 1-2 Dramatics 1-2 Dramatics 1-2 Dramatics 1-2 
Speech 1-2 Speech 1-2 Speech 1-2 
Social Studies *Geography World History 1 *U. S. Hist. 1 *Government 12 
2Y2 Units Required* *Government 9 World History 2 *U. S. Hist. 2 Economics 
Mathematics *General Math 1-2 General Math 3-4 Practical Math 1-2 Senior Arithmetic 
1 Unit Required plus a or Algebra 1-2 Practical Math 1-2 Algebra 1-2, 3-4 Advanced Arithmetic 
one semester course in Algebra 1-2 Geometry 1-2 Algebra 1-2, 3-4 
arithmetic for all who Geometry 1-2 Geometry 1-2-3 
are not e:icempt by test Trigonometry 
score* Trigonometry-Algebra 5 - 6 
Science Science 1-2 Biology 1-2 Biology 3 (boys) Biology 3 (boys) 
Any 1 Unit Required* Biology 4-5 (girls) Biology 4-5 (girls) 
Chemistry 1-2, or 3 Chemistry 1-2 or 3 
Physics 1-2, or 3-4 Physics 1-2, or 3-4 
Foreign Language Latin 1-2 Latin 1-2, 3-4 Latin 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 Latin 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 
No credit for less than French 1-2 French 1-2, 3-4 French 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 French 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 
two years. Spanish 1-2 Spanish 1-2, 3-4 Spanish 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 Spanish 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 
Business Typing 1-2 Typing 1-2, or 3-4 
Shorthand 1-2 
Typing 1-2 or 3-4 
Shorthand 1-2, 3-4 
Bookkeeping 1-2 Bookkeeping 1-2, 3-4 





Homemaking 1 - 8 Interior Decoration Home Nursing Home Nursing Home Nursing 
Foods Interior Decoration Interior Decoration Interior Decoration 
Clothing Foods Foods Child Care 
Clothing Clothing Foods 
Clothing 
Sr. Homemaking 





Mechanical Drawing 1 - 8 Mech. Drawing Mech. Drawing Mech. Drawing Mech. Drawing 
Distributive Education D. E. 1-2 D. E. 1-2, 3-4 Work 1-2 Work 1-2, 3-4 
Music 1 - 8 Band Band Band Band 
Orchestra Orchestra Orchestra Orchestra 
Voice Voice as assigned Voice as assigned Voice as assigned 
Driver Education Driver Education Driver Education 
No Credit for age 16 and over for age 16 and over 
Physical Education 
Required-No Credit 
Boys for 8 Semesters 
*Physical Ed. 1-2 *Physical Ed. 3-4 *Physical Ed. 5-6 *Physical Ed. 7-8 
Girls for 3 Semesters 
Military Training Military T. 1-2 Military T. 3-4 Military T. 5-6 Military T. 7-8 
No Credit 
Individual Students Plan for High School Name ..................................................................... _ Purpose. ......................... ·-···················· Home Room. ......... ·-··-····---
DIRECTION 1. Write in Required Subjects. 
FOR MAKING PLAN 
2. Decide, at least tentatively, what you plan to do after graduation. Enter as purpose. , 









16 units plus Physical Edu-
cation or Military must be com· 
pleted for any diploma. 
8l/:i units (4 in English, 2l/:i 
in .Social Studies, 1 in Mathe· 
matics, 1 in Science) are re-
quired of all pupils who satisfy 
the Arithmetic requirements by 
examination. 7 Y2 units elective 
for these pupils. 
9 units ( 4 in English, 2 Y:i in 
Social Studies, 1 Y2 in Mathe-
matics, 1 in Science) are re-
quired of all pupils who do not 
satisfy the Arithmetio require-
ments by examination. 7 units 
elective for these pupils. 
4. Select, with the aid of parents and counselors, those electives which best prepare you for some wisely chosen plan 







2l/:i Social Studies 
1 Mathematics 
1 Science 
7l/:i Elective Units 
16 plus J>hysical Educa-
· tion . ( 3 semesters . 
for girls) ( 8 semes-
ters for boys) or 
Military (8 semes· 
ters) 
Year 19 ...... -19 .... ,. Sophomore 
GRADE . SUBJECT GRADE 
TOTAL 








2l/:i Social Studies 
2 Algebra 
1 Geometry 
1 Laboratory Science 
2 Foreign Language 
3l/:i Elective Units 
plus Physical Education 16 ( 3 semesters for girls) 
( 8 semesters for boys) or 


















Science . . 
Business subjects in one of the fol-
!· lowing combinations: 
1. 2 units in shorthand and 2 units 
in Typewriting. 
2. 2 units in Bookkeeping. 1 in 
Typewriting-lf:i in Filing-Y2 
in Office Machines. 
3. 2 units iri ·Bookkeeping and 2 
. _units in Typewriting. 
4. 2 units in Typewriting. Y:i in 
Filing-l/:i -in Clerical Practice 
· · and 1 in. Algebra, Practical 
Mathematics or Shorthand. 
Elective Units 
. 16 plus Phfsical Education (3 semes-
. ters for girls) · ( 8 selflesters for 
boys) or Military ( 8 semesters) 
Year 19 ....... -19 ..... . 
.GRADE 












Social . Studies 
Mathematics 
. Science 
Vocational Units from the 
subjects listed below: 
l; Distributive Education 




plus Physical Education 
( 3 semesters for girls) 
( 8 semesters for boys) or 
Military (8 semeste!') 
